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A b stra ct

An experimental and numerical study was conducted on a m ulti-tank therm al energy
storage (TES) for solar hot water heating applications. The setup consisted of three
commercially available 270 L domestic hot water tanks and three side-arm, natural
convection heat exchangers (NCHE). The tanks were connected in both series and
parallel charging and discharging configurations, and the system configurations were
evaluated under: (i) constant tem perature charging and constant volume discharging,
and (ii) variable input power charging and variable volume discharging.
Numerical modelling was implemented using the TRNSYS simulation environ
ment, and the model was found to be in good agreement with the experimental
results. Discrepancies between d ata were found mainly in the regions of high tem per
ature gradients as a result of the lim itations in the modelling components.
The three test configurations which were studied include: (i) series charge and
series discharge, (ii) parallel charge and parallel discharge, and (iii) series charge
and parallel discharge. To quantify the performance of these configurations, deliv
ered energy values and stored exergy values were compared, and annual simulations
were conducted for Ottawa, Ontario. Results indicated, both experimentally and nu
merically, that the parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration achieved the
highest delivered energy, highest stored exergy, as well as the highest solar fraction
and system efficiency compared to the other configurations.
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C hapter 1

In trod u ction

1.1

E nergy U se in C anada

According to Natural Resources Canada, building energy use in the residential sec
tor currently accounts for 17% of C anada’s secondary energy consumption, where
secondary energy is defined as the total amount of energy consumed by an end-use,
and excludes the energy consumed to convert the energy into a useable form from
it's prim ary resource. [1]. The breakdown by end-use within the residential sector
shows th at water heating accounts for 17% of the secondary energy consumption,
while space heating accounts for 63%. For these two end-uses in Canada, heating is
typically provided by either electricity or natural gas. Comparing d a ta from 1990 to
2009, electricity and natural gas consumption in the residential sector has grown by
23.4% and 25.0%, respectively.
As an alternative method for heating potable water, solar domestic hot water
(SDHW) systems can make use of solar radiation to heat water directly and on-site,
without the need for purchasing energy in the form of electricity or natural gas. Solar
radiation is also an abundant and renewable form of energy, and by implementing
solar therm al technology, the consumption of non-renewable energy sources can be

1

2
significantly reduced. Furthermore, by displacing the energy produced by fossil fuels
with clean, renewable energies, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions can be mitigated.
According to N atural Resources Canada, residential GHG emissions from space heat
ing and water heating alone amounted to 54.4 Mt of CO 2 in 2009, which is comparable
to the 43.3 Mt of C 0 2 produced by passenger cars in Canada th a t same year [1].

1.2

B ackground on Solar D o m estic H ot W ater
S ystem s

The main components of a SDHW system include solar thermal collectors, a heat
exchanger and a storage tank to store hot water. Solar thermal collectors may heat
either potable water directly, which is referred to as an open-loop or direct system,
or they may heat a separate circulating fluid, referred to as a closed-loop or indirect
system.

The use of a freeze-resistant circulating fluid such as a 50/50% by vol

ume propylene glycol and water mixture, is particularly im portant for cold climates
where outdoor tem peratures often fall below the freezing point of water during winter
months.
Solar domestic hot water systems can also be designed as either active or passive
systems. Active systems utilize forced-circulation by means of a pum p and differen
tial controller to circulate the fluid through the collector, while passive systems have
110

moving parts and utilize natural convection as the circulation m ethod [2]. Two

typical SDHW systems are shown in Fig. 1.1. Both configurations consist of a sepa
rate collector loop to circulate an anti-freeze solution through the collector, but they
differ in that one configuration uses a pump on the storage side to circulate potable
water through the heat exchanger, while the other uses natural convection. N atural
convection is achieved by a net hydrostatic pressure difference between the storage
tank and heat exchanger, causing a buoyancy force-driven flow [4]. This is further
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of (a) a typical indirect “pum ped” SDHW system and (b)
an indirect SDHW system utilizing natural convection, adapted from [3].
discussed in Chapter 3.
As previously mentioned, one of the main components of a SDHW system is the
solar collector. Several types of solar collectors are currently available for heating
applications, and a brief overview of the collector types are presented below.

1.2.1

Solar C o llecto rs an d C a n a d a ’s Solar M arket

There are three main types of solar water collectors worldwide: unglazed collectors,
glazed flat plate collectors, and evacuated tube collectors [2,5]. Unglazed collectors are
common in North America for pool heating applications, and consist of an absorber
sheet which is used to transfer heat to a fluid. These collectors are typically not used
for SDHW heating applications, unlike glazed flat plate collectors and evacuated tube
collectors.
Glazed flat plate collectors use an absorber sheet similar to th a t of the unglazed
collector, but differ in that they have a glass cover and a series of copper pipes. The
copper pipe is placed in contact with the absorber sheet, and is typically arranged

4
in either a serpentine arrangement or in parallel branches. Heat is transferred to the
copper pipes, which allows the collector fluid to flow through the collector. Flat-plate
collectors are most commonly designed for applications requiring m oderate delivery
tem peratures (up to 100 °C) [2],
In contrast, evacuated tube collectors are designed for higher delivery tem pera
ture applications, and possess higher efficiencies than flat plate collectors at higher
tem perature differences with the surrounding. This is one reason why evacuated tube
collectors are ideal for cold climates, as they have minimal conductive and convective
heat losses since the absorber sheet is placed within a vacuum insulated glass tube.
Evacuated tube collectors are arranged with numerous glass tubes placed in paral
lel, which feed into a manifold containing the flowing collector fluid. Each glass tube
consists of an absorber plate and a fluid channel. As the fluid vaporizes inside the
channel, vapor travels up to the manifold where heat is transferred to the circulating
collector fluid. The vapor inside the channel then condenses back to a liquid and falls
back to the bottom of the tube.
In a report produced annually by the International Energy Agency entitled Solar
Heat Worldwide [5], Canada and the United States were shown to have the third
largest installed solar capacity in operation in 2010 of 16.0 GWth, equivalent to 8.2%
of the solar market after China (60.1%) and Europe (18.4%). In Canada, there were
459.5 M W th of installed unglazed water collectors, 33.4 MWth of installed flat plate
collectors, and 12.9 MWth of installed evacuated tube collectors. This d a ta shows th a t
for Canada, the market is primarily dominated by unglazed solar collectors at 90.8%.
of the total capacity, followed by flat plate collectors (6.6%) and evacuated tube col
lectors (2.6%). The equivalent total installed collector area for C anada is 722,699 m2,
while the United States had a total installed collector area of 21,807,440 m2 (with the
m ajority of this belonging to unglazed water collectors as well). On the global scale,

C anada accounted for only 0.3% of the total installed collector area worldwide, while
the United States accounted for approximately 7.8%.

1.2.2

T h erm a l E n ergy S to ra g e

The thermal energy storage, commonly abbreviated as “TES” , is another main com
ponent in a SDHW system. Designing an effective TES for a SDHW system is essential
for meeting the heating demands when solar energy is not readily available. Solar
energy varies daily and is highly unpredictable, where consecutive days of inadequate
sunshine could have a significant impact on the systems ability to provide heat. The
mismatch between supply and demand of energy is even more severe during the win
ter months, when solar availability is at its lowest [6]. For this reason, TES has been
an im portant area of research for enhancing the performance of SHDW systems.
There are a number of energy storage methods available, including sensible heat
storage, latent heat storage, and thermochemical storage, all of which are applicable
to SDHW systems. Sensible heat storage is defined as a material which rises or lowers
in tem perature when energy is added or removed. The effectiveness of the storage
depends on the specific heat capacity and density of the storage m aterial [6]. This is
expressed by the following equation:

Q = mCpAT

(1.1)

where Q is the energy required to heat (or the energy released by) a m aterial of mass
m and specific heat capacity cp as it undergoes a tem perature change from State 1
to State 2. W ater is a commonly selected medium for sensible heat storage due to its
high specific heat capacity at ambient tem perature and widespread availability.
Latent heat storage describes a system in which the storage medium undergoes
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a phase change as it is being charged or discharged (for example, solid to liquid or
liquid to gas). These types of systems can reduce the volume of the storage device by
as much as one hundred times when compared to a sensible heat storage, due to the
energy released when the material undergoes the phase change process (referred to
as the heat of fusion at the melting point and the heat of vaporization at the boiling
point) [6]. Some examples of phase change materials include ice melting to water,
water evaporating to steam, and the melting of paraffin wax.
Lastly, thermochemical therm al storage consists of a process in which a reversible
chemical reaction absorbs and releases energy. Energy is stored in the chemical bonds
of a material (e.g., zeolite and water), and the material is charged and discharged
according to endothermic and exothermic reactions. W hile thermochemical systems
present the possibility of storing a large amount of energy, they are not a financially
viable solution for low tem perature applications [6].
Another consideration for selecting an effective TES is in sizing the system for the
desired storage period. Thermal energy storage systems are classified as either diurnal
( “short-term ") or seasonal ( “long-term” ). Diurnal storage systems are effective at
storing energy over a period of a few hours or days, while seasonal storage systems
are more effective at storing energy over longer periods. An application of seasonal
storage would be through the use of a borehole therm al energy storage system, which
could be used to store hot water in order to provide heating during the winter season.
Seasonal storage systems differ compared to diurnal systems in th a t they typically
comprise a very large capacity (in the order of a hundred times the capacity of diurnal
storage), and as a result, require more care in minimizing thermal losses [6]. These
systems are also high in cost, and have thus been considered less economical then
their more cost-effective counterpart for residential applications.

1 .2 .3

T h erm a l S tr a tific a tio n

A nother im portant consideration of a TES is promoting therm al stratification. T her
mal stratification occurs w ithin a TES as a result of tem perature gradients and buoy
ancy effects during charging (as the tem perature of water increases, the density of the
fluid decreases, causing hot w ater to rise to the top of a TES while cold w ater falls to
the bottom ). This effect produces regions of hot and cold w ater (i.e., therm al layers),
separated by a tem perature gradient commonly referred to as a thermocline. Three
storage tanks are illustrated in Fig. 1.2 which show differing levels of stratification.
Figure 1.2(a) is representative of a highly stratified storage tank, due to its large
tem perature gradient (d T /d x ) and small thermocline. Figure 1.2(b) is representative
of a m oderately stratified storage tank, due to its smaller tem perature gradient and
larger thermocline. Finally, Fig. 1.2(c) illustrates a fully mixed tan k w ith uniform
tem perature, and experiences no stratification.

T

(a)

(b)

(c)

F igure 1.2: Differing levels of stratification within a storage tan k for cases of (a)
highly stratified storage; (b) m oderately stratified storage; and (c) fully mixed,
unstratified storage [3].
A number of param eters affect th e degree of stratification in a storage tank. These
include the volume and configuration of the tank, the size, location and design of the
inlets and outlets, the flow rates of the entering and exiting stream s, and the dura
tion of the charging, storing and discharging periods [6]. In addition, there are four

prim ary factors contributing to destratification, including: heat losses to the sur
roundings, heat conduction between hot and cold regions of stored fluid, conduction
along the tank wall, and mixing during charging and discharging periods [6].
As previously mentioned for SDHW systems, charging can be achieved in either
a direct or indirect configuration. Indirect systems are preferable to direct systems
in colder climates as they make use of a freeze-resistant circulating fluid.

There

are two common methods for indirectly charging a TES, i.e., through an internal
(immersed) heat exchanger or an external (side-arm) heat exchanger. Immersed coil
heat exchangers are typically placed near the bottom of the storage tank so th a t
energy is transferred to water at the lowest tem perature.

This causes the water

to heat up and rise from the bottom of the tank to the top. As the water travels
upwards, mixing occurs producing near uniform tank tem peratures during charging.
In contrast, a side-arm heat exchanger draws cold water from the bottom of the tank
and deposits hot water on top by means of a circulating pump or natural convection.
This promotes stratification within the system since the coldest fluid would always be
drawn from the bottom of the tank for charging, while hot water would be available at
the top of the tank for distribution during discharge. Furthermore, maintaining cold
water at the bottom of the storage tank also results in improved collector efficiency,
due to a large tem perature difference across the collector [2].

1 .2 .4

M u lti-T an k T h erm a l E n ergy S torage S y ste m s

Sensible, water-based, diurnal TES was previously introduced in Section 1.2.2. Sizes
of TES vary from standard, cylindrical 270 L tanks which are produced in large quan
tities in North America, to various larger sizes (in excess of 10,000 L) and geometries.
Larger storage tanks are typically used in seasonal storage applications or for large
multi-unit residential buildings where large storage capacities are required to meet
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the heating demands of several occupants. However, these systems are typically high
in cost, and are incorporated into the design of a building and installed early in con
struction. As a cost-effective alternative, several smaller tanks can be interconnected
in order to achieve the same storage capacity. This approach is ideal for retrofit ap
plications, in instances where the system capacity is desired to be increased, yet it
would be too difficult to replace a pre-existing system with a larger one. The concept
of coupling small tanks would solve this problem and at low cost, as the installation
would be less invasive to the structure of the building.
This concept formed the basis of this study.

The system studied is shown in

Fig. 1.3, and consists of three standard 270 L domestic hot water tanks, each equipped
with a side-arm natural convection heat exchanger. The system is plumbed such
th a t the system can be charged or discharged in either series or in parallel, or any
combination thereof. Further details on the experimental apparatus are provided in
C hapter 4.

Tank 1

Tank 1

Tank 2

Tank 2
Natural
Convection
Loop

Natural
Convection
' Loop

Tank 3

Tank 3

Heat
Exchanger

Charge
Loop

(a) Series charge and series discharge.

Charge
Loop

(b) Parallel charge and parallel discharge.

Figure 1.3: Schematics of two different plumbing configurations for a m ulti-tank
thermal energy storage system, adapted from [3].
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Another application of m ulti-tank systems is in solar combined space and domes
tic hot water heating systems (also referred to as solar “combisysterns” ), which are
designed to meet the demands of space and hot water heating loads. Due to the
larger storage capacity provided by m ulti-tank arrangements, these systems would be
ideal for providing space heating in addition to domestic hot water. A review of these
systems was conducted [7], and is presented in Appendix A.

1.3

P roblem D efin ition

A m ulti-tank TES system was designed, constructed, instrum ented, and commis
sioned at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario, Canada, as p art of a previous
study bv Cruickshank [3]. Experimental testing of the apparatus consisted of con
stant tem perature charge tests and variable input power charge tests. Discharge of
the TES was not a focus of the previous work, but was partially examined in order to
verify the operation of the system. Discharge tests were performed at fully charged
and uniformly mixed states, and the tanks were discharged at a constant flow rate
until all three tanks were at mains tem perature (i.e., fully-discharged). In the closing
remarks of the study, it was recommended th at future work explore additional charge
and discharge scenarios, as well as nighttime standby losses and their effect on the
operation and stratification levels of the TES.
As a continuation of the previous work, the current study investigated the per
formance of the multi-tank system under realistic draw profiles when subjected to a
variable input power charge representative of the power output of a fixed-orientation
solar collector. Initial tests consisted of constant tem perature charging and constant
volume draws [8, 9] in order to refine the numerical model, followed by an investi
gation of two-day (48-hour) realistic charge and draw profile scenarios [10]. As an
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additional aspect to the study, the effects of nighttime standby losses were examined
for a period of 14 hours following the 10-hour daily charging period. Finally, the
study examined the annual performance of the system using com puter simulation.
For all test cases, three plumbing configurations were studied, including: (i) series
charge and series discharge, (ii) parallel charge and parallel discharge, and (iii) series
charge and parallel discharge. The fourth possible system configuration consisting of
a parallel charge and series discharge was not investigated, as a series charge would
achieve higher tem peratures in the first tank compared to a parallel charge. Further
more, hot water is only drawn from the first tank when discharging in series, so lower
tem peratures would be drawn from the first tank compared to a series charge, and
the additional energy added to downstream tanks when charging in parallel would
not be used as effectively.

1.4

C ontribution o f R esearch

This work has:
1. proposed and implemented modifications to the m ulti-tank apparatus to facili
tate discharging;
2. developed a computer model for the multi-tank system in the TRNSYS simu
lation environment; and
3. investigated the performance of the system under realistic charge and discharge
profiles for various system configurations.
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1.5

O rganization o f R esearch

The information presented in this thesis documents research conducted over a span of
two years. Over this period, three papers have been published in conference proceed
ings, and one journal paper has been accepted for publication. This thesis represents
a compilation of results presented in these papers, and are referenced throughout the
document. This thesis is divided into the following chapters:
C h a p te r 1 presents an introduction to solar domestic how water systems,
thermal energy storage, and thermal stratification, as well as dis
cusses the scope of this study;
C hap ter 2 presents a review of current literature on thermal stratification, hot
water use patterns and draw profiles, and discharge analyses;
C hapter 3 presents the theory and mathematical expressions used to model the
multi-tank system in the TRNSYS simulation environment;
C hap ter 4 presents a description of the experimental setup and an outline of the
experimental test procedure;
C hap ter 5 presents and compares the results of the experimental and simulation
study based on tem perature profiles and stratification levels;
C hapter 6 presents an analysis of the delivered energy and stored exergy levels
of the system, as well as the results of an annual simulation study
conducted for Ottawa, Ontario; and
C hapter 7 presents some concluding remarks of the study and recommendations
for future work.
Appendices A through H present additional material th a t supports this research. A
flowchart summarizing the approach of this study is shown in Fig. 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Flowchart of the approach taken to complete this study.

C hapter 2

L iteratu re R ev iew

2.1

Introd uction

In recent years, solar thermal systems have received a lot of attention due to the
rising concern over energy demand and the need for efficient thermal energy storage.
As such, these systems have been an im portant area of research. Most notably, the
texts published by Duffie and Beckman [2] and Dinger and Rosen [6] have become
the standard in presenting the theory and design principles of solar technology and
therm al energy storage systems, respectively. In the text by Dinger and Rosen, the
authors discuss several topics on therm al energy storage including: energy storage
methods, environmental impacts, energy savings, performance measures, modelling
methods, and energy and exergy analyses.
Literature relevant to thermal energy storage was reviewed as p art of this study,
and focused on the following topics: therm al stratification in hot water storage tanks;
developments in defining domestic hot water draw profiles; and past studies on dis
charging of thermal energy storages.
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2.2

Stratification in S torage Tanks

Stratification was briefly introduced in C hapter 1, and occurs within a therm al energy
storage as a result of tem perature gradients and buoyancy effects during charging.
Stratification is desirable in a TES as it ensures th a t hot water is available to be
drawn off the top of the tank early in the day, compared to a TES th a t is uniform
in tem perature.

As such, methods for enhancing stratification in TES has been

extensively researched in single tank and m ulti-tank systems.
Design elements such as baffles and diffusers (typically referred to as "stratifiers")
may be added to the interior of the. storage tank to promote stratification, but these
items further increase the complexity and cost of the overall system. A ltuntop et al.
[11] discussed the effects of six different baffle designs on the therm al stratification
in hot water storage tanks. The results dem onstrated th at baffles provided b etter
stratification compared to the no baffle case, and more specifically, th a t baffles with
a gap in the center produced better stratification compared to those having gaps at
the tank wall.
In addition, studies have shown th a t for direct and indirect systems, destratifica
tion can occur due to high flow velocities. Hollands and Lightstone [12] found th a t
a 17% improvement in delivered energy is possible using low-flow systems due to
the improved stratification achieved. Furthermore, the authors state th a t a perfectly
stratified tank can produce as much as 38% more heat than a fully mixed tank. In a
similar study, Shah and Furbo [13] examined the effects of three different inlet designs
and various inlet flow velocities on the therm al stratification of a storage tank. The
authors concluded th at the energy quality is reduced with a poor inlet design (i.e., a
raw pipe compared to pipes with baffle plates), and th a t higher entropy and exergv
efficiencies were achieved at lower flow' rates.
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Han et al. [14] presented an extensive review of methods for enhancing and de
stroying therm al stratification, modelling therm al stratification, influencing factors,
and performance indices to quantify stratification levels. The authors concluded th at
therm al stratification within water tanks can effectively improve the exergy and the
utilization efficiency of entire solar therm al systems. Han et al. also recommend ex
ergy analyses for quantifying stratification as it accounts not only for energy stored
but also for the tem perature at which the energy is stored. This is also confirmed by
Dinger and Rosen in their text, which states th a t exergy performance measures are
more meaningful than energy performance measures, as exergy describes the quality
or usefulness of the energy stored [6].
When referring to performance measures or indices, Han et al. also discussed
the stratification number, energy efficiency, exergy efficiency, flow factor, Richardson
number, Peclet number, Archimedean number, inlet Reynolds number, and Froude
number. A further investigation on the suitability of using stratification efficiencies
for characterizing stratification was presented by Haller et al. [15] for hypothetical
charge and discharge processes, however, none of the applied m ethods were able to
distinguish between the rate of entropy production caused by mixing and the entropy
changes due to heat losses. Finally, when attem pting to compare various types of
thermal energy storage systems based on performance indices, Dinger and Rosen
concluded that “no generally valid basis for comparing the achieved performance of
one storage with th at of another operating under different conditions has found broad
acceptance" [6].
Stratification has also been extensively studied within m ulti-tank storage systems.
M ather et al. [16] proposed a m ulti-tank system with a number of 200 L hot water
storage tanks connected in series. Immersed coil heat exchangers were placed at the
bottom of the tanks and connected to the solar loop in order to charge the system,
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while immersed heat exchangers were placed at the top of the tanks and connected
to the load loop, which was used to discharge the system. Mather also discussed the
“therm al diode” effect of the series charge configuration. When hot fluid enters the
heat exchanger at the bottom of the first tank, a buoyant plume forms, causing the
first tank to increase in tem perature as the plume moves upwards and mixes the tank
fluid. In the case of cooler water entering the heat exchanger at the bottom of the
first tank, only the region surrounding the heat exchanger is cooled, while the top
tank tem perature is maintained at a hotter tem perature. Therefore, as the collector
loop tem perature falls, the fluid will pass through the first heat exchanger w ithout
causing a significant tem perature difference, until a tank at a lower tem perature
than the collector loop is encountered. The experimental test consisted of an 8-hour
constant tem perature charge, with initial tank tem peratures of 20 °C and a charge
loop tem perature of 60 °C. Following this, the tanks were discharged by producing a
25 °C flow through the load loop (passing through the heat exchangers at the top of
the tanks). In the second study, M ather considered four different charge tem peratures
(40 °C, 60 °C, 35 °C, and 25 °C), each 2 hours in duration. The results of the study
showed th a t a high degree of effective stratification was observed, and th a t the therm al
diode effect was present when the charge tem perature fell.
A study conducted by Cruickshank [3] was based on a similar concept and con
sidered a m ulti-tank system with three standard 270 L hot water storage tanks, each
equipped with an external, side-arm natural convection heat exchanger. The system
could be charged or discharged in either a series or parallel configuration. Constant
tem perature charge tests were conducted for a number of charge tem peratures rang
ing from 20 °C to 80 °C, and charge flow rates ranging from 0.9 L /m in to 1.5 L/m in.
The results showed th at sequential stratification was achieved in the series charge
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configuration, while the tanks charged simultaneously in the parallel charge configu
ration.
Another study

011

variable input power charge conditions was conducted by

Cruickshank [3, 17], where the effects of charging with two consecutive clear days
or combinations of a clear and overcast day was examined. Nighttime periods and
discharging was not considered as part of the study. Each day consisted of a 10-hour
charge profile approximated by a sine function, where clear days provided a maxi
mum input of 3 kW to the system, and overcast days provided a maximum input of
1.5 kW to the system. Tests were conducted at flow rates ranging from 1.2 L /m in
to 4.5 L/m in. Results showed th a t the series-connected charge configuration reached
high levels of tem perature stratification during periods of rising charge tem peratures,
and limited destratification during periods of falling charge tem peratures. This was in
agreement with the thermal diode effect observed by Mather, where sequential s tra t
ification was achieved and energy was distributed according to tem perature level.
Additionally, the study found th a t at high charge flow rates (4.5 L /m in), the tem 
perature distribution in the series configuration was similar to th a t of the parallel
configuration. Furthermore, at high flow rates in the series configuration and in the
parallel configuration, falling charge-loop tem peratures resulted in more mixing and
destratification compared to the series configuration at low flow rates.
Finally, Cruickshank [3] examined the stored exergy of the constant tem perature
charge and variable input power charge tests to measure the performance of the sys
tem. Under constant tem perature charge conditions, the parallel charge configuration
was found to exhibit higher exergy levels compared to the series charge configuration.
Under variable input power charge conditions, it was observed th at at low' charge flow
rates, the series charge configuration experienced a higher stored exergy value at the
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end of the test period, while at high flow rates, the parallel charge configuration ex
perienced a higher stored exergy value at the end of the test period. Furthermore, as
the collector loop flow rate increased, the rate at which exergy was stored decreased
in both series and parallel configurations.

2.3

D evelop m en t o f D raw Profiles

An extensive amount of work has been published over the past several decades in
developing standard domestic hot water load profiles which represent various uses
and applications. These draw profiles have been based on numerous studies which
have measured and examined the hot water use patterns of occupants.
Between 1981 and 1984, Perlm an and Mills [18] conducted a study of 58 residences
in Ontario, producing a data base of over two million hot water use measurements.
The authors identified three main categories of patterns: high morning (32 of 58
families), high evening (19 of 58 families), and low user (7 of 58 families) patterns,
and defined a "typical'’ household as consisting of two adults and two children, with a
clothes washer and dishwasher present. The average daily hot water use per household
for the whole group was 236 L, and 239 L for the “typical” group. The average daily
hot water use per person was 62.1 L and 60.5 L for each group, respectively. Perlman
and Mills concluded th at the greatest influencing factors were time-of-use, including
hour of day, day of week, month, and season of year, along with the size of the family,
presence and age of children, and presence of people home during the day.
Between 1982 and 1984, Merrigan [19] monitored the performance of 74 domestic
hot water systems in Florida, and in 1985, monitored the performance of 24 additional
solar hot water systems in North Carolina. Hot water use patterns were recorded at
15-minute intervals, and were compared between winter and summer months, as well
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as weekday and weekend use. Therm ostat tem peratures on the 74 water heaters in
Florida varied between 43 °C and 68 °C, and dem onstrated that therm ostat settings
had a strong influence on the daily hot water use.

Based on the collected data,

Merrigan stated th at the average hot water consumption per day for a family of two
was 167 L. with an additional 45 L per person per day for each additional family
member. In addition, average daily hot water usage increased 21% in the winter
season when compared to the summer months. Finally, weekend d a ta showed th a t
hot water use began later in the mornings compared to weekday morning use.
In 1986, Perlman and Milligan [20] conducted a one-year study in Toronto which
monitored the hot water consumption from gas-fired domestic hot water systems in
five multi-unit residential buildings. In addition, all five central hot water systems
were set at an operating tem perature of 60 °C. The study looked at the differences
in consumption between senior citizens, condominiums and rental properties. The
average hot water use per suite was found to be 242 L, with an average daily con
sumption per person of 79 L. Overall, seniors had a daily hot water consumption of
67.8 L/suite, condos with 256.9 L/suite, and rental units with 396.2 L/suite. W inter
daily consumption was shown to be 20% higher than during the summer, which was
consistent with the study by Merrigan.
In 1990, Becker and Stogsdill [21] conducted a study th a t analyzed over 30 million
data points on hot water use from the three previously discussed studies [18 20],
as well as studies by Gilbert Associates Inc. [22] and Hirst et al. [23]. Becker and
Stogsdill compared average hourly use, monthly use, seasonal use, and weekday versus
weekend use. and presented a comprehensive cumulation of existing d ata on hot water
consumption.
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In 2004, Fairey and Parker [24] conducted a review of hot water draw profiles. The
author compared daily draw profiles obtained from previous studies, including Perl
man and Mills [18], ASHRAE Standard 90.2 [25], Becker and Stogsdill [21], Bouchelle
et al. [26], as well as the Solar Rating and Certification Corporation (SRCC) which
had adapted the d ata obtained by Perlman and Mills, and Becker and Stogsdill. The
authors concluded th a t the d a ta presented by Becker and Stogsdill, and ASHRAE
Standard 90.2 were in general agreement and should be used for performance analysis
of hot water systems in the US in place of the other profiles. Their argument against
the other profiles were th a t the draw profiles by Perlm an and Mills were based solely
on Canadian data, and the SRCC d ata was not consistent with the other draw profiles
presented.
In recent years, a new study has been conducted on hot w ater use patterns in
Canada by Thomas et al. [27]. The study monitored 38 households in O ttaw a between
October 2007 and July 2008, and 36 households in Hamilton, London and Sudbury
between July 2009 and October 2009.

Draw volume flow rates were recorded in

the first study at 2-second intervals, while the second study recorded the data at
4-second intervals. The study found th a t since the studies conducted by Perlman
and Mills [18], average draw volumes have decreased, average draw volume flow rates
have decreased, and the average number of draws per day has increased compared
to the current water heater performance test standards. Of the monitored test sites,
83% of households used less than the current testing standard of 243 L/day, with an
average of 185.6 L/day. Furthermore, the study found th at the average number of
daily water draws per household ranged from 5 to 179 per day, with a study average
of 79 per day. This far exceeds the assumption of 6 draws per day at 40.6 L per draw,
used in the current water heater performance test standards [28-30]. Hot water draw's
ranged from 0.7 L to 7.5 L with an average of 2.7 L, and maximum draw volumes per
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household ranged from 24 L to 299 L. Finally, hot water draw flow rates ranged from
0.8 L/m in to 23.3 L /m in across all test sites, with average flow rates at each test site
ranging from 1.3 L/m in to 5.0 L/m in, and a mean flow rate of 2.8 L/m in.
Apart from the previous studies which have been conducted based on monitored
data, draw profiles used in the testing of SDHW systems in the United States and
Canada are based on standards developed by the SRCC [31] and the Canadian Stan
dards Association (CSA) [32]. Hot water draws from the SRCC’s OG-300 O perating
Guidelines for Certifying Solar W ater Heating Systems are based on draw energy
rather than draw volumes, and involve a total of 6 draws with one conducted at
the beginning of each hour. The draw specifications are summarized in Table 2.1,
and were adapted for use in the constant tem perature charge and constant volume
discharge tests presented in C hapter 4.
Table 2.1: SRCC draw specifications.
P aram eter

V alue

Environmental Temperature

19.7°C

Set-Point Tem perature

57.2 °C

Mains Temperature

14.4 °C

Total Energy Draw

43.302 MJ

Approximate Volume Drawr
Draw Rate

243 L
11.4 L/m in

Finally, the Canadian Standard Association’s (CSA) F379.1-88 Standard for Solar
Domestic Hot W ater Systems includes three typical draw profiles for occupancies
of 1-2 persons (150 L), 3-4 persons (225 L), and 5 or more persons (300 L). The
corresponding hourly draw volumes are listed in Table 2.2, and were adapted for
both the variable input power charge tests and the annual simulations presented in
Chapter 4 and 6, respectively.
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T a b le 2.2: CSA draw profiles.
Draw Volume (L)

2.4

Time

Schedule A

Schedule B

Schedule C

07:00

5

10

10

08:00

25

25

25

09:00

0

5

25

10:00

45

45

45

11:00

0

5

25

12:00

5

10

10

13:00

0

5

5

14:00

0

0

0

15:00

0

0

0

16:00

0

10

15

17:00

5

25

25

18:00

10

45

45

19:00

30

25

25

20:00

20

10

30

21:00

0

5

10

22:00

0

0

5

TOTAL

150

225

300

D ischarging o f T herm al E nergy S torage

In addition to charging of the TES, discharging also represents an im portant area of
study. For single tank systems, hot water is typically drawn from the top of the tank
where water is at its highest tem perature, but when dealing with multiple storage
tanks, the question arises as to whether one should draw off from one tank or all
of them simultaneous. Another challenge lies in how to choose a draw profile th at's
representative of the type of application. In the previous section, a number of studies
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have been reviewed which looked exclusively at hot water use patterns and draw
profiles, but there is no universally accepted standard. This section looks at some of
the recent work which has been conducted on the discharging of storage tanks, the
types of draws which were performed, and the analysis methods presented.
As previously mentioned in Section 2.2, destratification can occur due to high flow7
velocities. Consequently, discharging of TES has been found to cause a significant
decrease in the thermal performance of SDHW systems due to mixing during draw-offs
[33 36]. One such study by Jordan and Vajen [37] studied the influence of domestic
hot water (DHW) load profiles with a constant total yearly heat dem and for a solar
combisystem through TRNSYS simulation. The storage tank consisted of an internal
thermosyphonally driven discharge unit, and draws were conducted based on a 200 L
per day volume with a load tem perature of 45 °C, at flow rates varying between
4 L/m in and 20 L/min. Various DHW load profiles were considered, with simplified
profiles consisting of either one or three draws per day (at 07:00, 12:00, and 19:00),
and a more realistic profile based on hourly draws. The results of annual simulations
were compared based on the fractional energy savings of the system, and th e authors
concluded th a t the load profile had a significant impact on the fractional energy
savings, especially if the duration and flow7 rates of the DHW draw-offs have an
influence on the tem perature stratification in the storage tank.
Dehghan and Barzegar [38] investigated the performance of a storage tank in a
SDHW system through numerical modelling. During discharge, mains water was fed
into the bottom of the tank while hot water was extracted from the top of the tank.
Charging of the tank by the collector loop occurred through a m antle heat exchanger,
and continued during discharge. Discharge flow rates were varied according to a range
of Reynolds numbers between 100 and 1000, and the therm al stratification of the tank
was investigated by comparing values of Grashof number and inlet Reynolds number.
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The results indicated th a t for low values of Grashof and Richardson numbers, stra ti
fication was destroyed by the entering mains water, while higher numbers preserved
therm al stratification during discharge. For low values of the inlet Reynolds number
(below 200), thermal stratification was preserved at the to p of the tank, while higher
numbers intensified mixing in the top region.
Finally, Haltiwanger and Davidson [39] performed an experimental study on a
350 L storage tank with a cylindrical baffle and an immersed coil heat exchanger
placed in the gap between the baffle and the tank wall. The tank was continually
discharged through the heat exchanger by starting the flow of mains water at the
heat exchanger inlet at a mass flow rate of 0.1 kg/s (i.e., 6 L/m in). The tank was
studied from both uniformly mixed and stratified initial conditions, with and without
the baffle. The results of the study indicated th a t the baffle increased the storage
side convective heat transfer to the heat exchanger by 20%, producing higher delivery
water tem peratures and higher fractional energy values.
Based on the reviewed literature, it can be concluded th at the volume, frequency
and flow rates of draws have a significant impact on the therm al stratification and
annual performance of a SDHW system. In addition, the method of discharging the
tank, either through an immersed coil heat exchanger or by extracting hot water
from the top directly, has an impact on the performance as well. In the following
chapter, an overview of the modelling approach for the m ulti-tank system will be
presented, as well as the mathematical relations necessary to model the thermal
energy storage and natural convection heat exchanger components in the TRNSYS
simulation environment.

C hapter 3

M od ellin g A pproach

3.1

In troduction

Computer modelling for this study was conducted in the TRNSYS simulation envi
ronment [40] and w'as used to investigate the performance of the m ulti-tank system
under varying operating conditions prior to testing. TRNSYS Version 17 was se
lected as the simulation tool for its ability to accurately model the performance of
transient processes. Simulation models are constructed in the “Simulation Studio”
and written to an input file referred to as the “deck” file. The Simulation Studio
employs a graphical interface to link components to one another as they would be in
a real physical system. TRNSYS contains a library of components (also referred to
as “Types” ) whose outputs can be represented as a m athem atical function of inputs
(time-dependent values) and param eters (time-independent values). As each time
step progresses during a simulation, the output of one component is used as the input
to the next component, and the values at the end of the time step are solved itera
tively until convergence is attained. These values are then used as initial values for
the following time step.
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3.2

M ulti-T ank M odel

The m ulti-tank system was designed with m odularity in mind, maintaining the ability
to charge or discharge the system in either series or parallel, or any combination
thereof. The three configurations selected for this study were a series charge and
series discharge configuration, a parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration,
and a series charge and parallel discharge configuration. As a result, three distinct
TRNSYS models were constructed to model each configuration. Screenshots from the
TRNSYS Simulation Studio for two of the three modelled configurations are given in
Fig. 3.1. The blue lines represent the flow of cold water entering the tanks from the
mains supply, or exiting the bottom of the tanks and feeding the heat exchangers.
The red lines represent the flow of hot water leaving the heat exchangers, as well
as hot water flowing out of the top of the tanks. The green lines represent the flow
of the propylene glycol and water mixture in the charge loop. Finally, the dotted
black lines represent any other interactions between components. The m ulti-tank
model consisted of standard library components, with th e exception of two custom
components developed by Lin et al. [4] which were necessary to model the natural
convection heat exchanger and flow rate in the thermosyphon loop.

3.3

M odelling o f th e T herm al E nergy Storage

The standard TRNSYS component selected to model the thermal energy storage
within the system was Type 60. The Type 60 component was developed by Brian
Newton at the University of Wisconsin-Madison [41] in order to replace the previous
standard tank model, Type 4. The Type 4 component modelled a stratified fluid stor
age tank with up to 100 fully-mixed, equal segment nodes, and accommodated two
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F igure 3.1: TRNSYS models of the investigated m ulti-tank system configurations
for constant tem perature charge and constant volume discharge tests.
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inlets and two outlets per tank; however, the Type 60 component has been demon
strated by Newton to model tem perature profiles and stratification more accurately
bv taking into consideration destratification due to conductivity at the tank wall
and node surfaces (one of the four primary factors in contributing to destratifica
tion as mentioned in Section 1.2.3). Newton also stated that it was observed th a t
stratification decayed more rapidly than at a rate calculated theoretically using the
conductivity of water, and implemented an additional factor into Type 60 to account
for wall conduction [41]. Conduction along the tank wall is shown in Fig. 3.2.
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^
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F ig u re 3.2: Destratification between adjacent nodes due to wall conduction,
adapted from [41].
The heat transfer rate q from Node i to Node i-fl is given by Eq. (3.1),
(k + A k )A c
1 = ----- ^ ------ d l - H * . )

(3.1)

where k is the fluid conductivity, A k is an additional conductivity term due to the
interactions at the wall and node surfaces, A c is the cross-sectional area of the tank
fluid, A;r is the distance between nodes (for equal segment nodes, this is the same as
the node height), and T is the tem perature at Node i and Node i+ l. The additional
conductivity term can be approximated using Eq. (3.2),
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(3.2)

At- =

where A’wan is the thermal conductivity of the tank wall material, and .4c,waii is the
cross-sectional area of the wall.
Figure 3.3 shows a simplified energy flow diagram for one node using the Type 60
algorithm, assuming no auxiliary heat input from the internal electric resistance
heaters (Qaux = 0), no heat input from the immersed heat exchanger (U Aux — 0).
and uniform tank insulation (A U — 0). The model applies a 1-D finite-volume ap
proach, assuming th a t tem perature gradients exist in the vertical direction but are
negligible in the horizontal direction. The 1-D assumption has been verified in litera
ture [6], as well as on the current m ulti-tank apparatus through the use of a horizontal
tem perature probe [3]. The investigation dem onstrated th at virtually no horizontal
tem perature gradients were present during charging. T he energy balance equation
applied at each node is given in Eq. (3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Energy balance for Node i, adapted from [41].
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The Type 60 component assembles N equations based on the number of nodes, and
builds a two-dimensional array consisting of constant coefficients grouped with their
corresponding node tem peratures. TRNSYS then solves th e array for every node in the
tank. Newton investigated several different solutions for solving the energy balance
equation, but selected the Crank-Nicolson solution as it produced the most accurate
values with the fewest number of iterations [41]. The program then iteratively solves
each node tem perature until they converge within 0.001 °C. Instead of using the time
steps specified in TRNSYS to solve for the tem peratures (which in some cases may
be quite large), Type 60 employs an internal time step to improve accuracy.
For the m ulti-tank model, each domestic hot water tank was modelled using a sin
gle Type 60 component. The height of the tank in the TRNSYS model was selected
as 1.35

111

based

011

the experimental setup (which will be further discussed in Chap

ter 4), and the volume of each tank was selected as 0.27 m3. The maximum number
of nodes allowed per simulation was limited by the Type 60 component to 100 nodes.
As a result, each tank consisted of 33 equal volume nodes, with a corresponding node
height of approximately 0.0409 m. From these node heights, 10 nodes were selected
for comparison with experimental values based

011

the 0.15 m spacing used for the

thermocouples attached to the experimental tem perature probe. A comparison be
tween the experimental thermocouple locations and the Type 60 node locations is
presented in Section 5.2.
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An alternative, non-standard TRNSYS component for modelling therm al energy
storage, Type 534, was also available from the TESS component library. In a study
by Allard et al. [42], five different TRNSYS tank models were compared based on
a number of criteria. While Type 534 was capable of simulating up to 500 nodes
compared to the 100 node limit of Type 60, the results of the study concluded that
both components produced vertical tem perature profiles th a t differed to some extent
when compared to experimental measurements, especially in the mixing zone. Since
Type 534 did not significantly improve the modelling performance of the vertical
tem perature profile compared to Type 60, it was not considered any further in this
study.

3.4

M odelling o f th e N atu ral C onvection H eat
Exchanger

The standard TRNSYS component library contains a number of heat exchanger mod
els for various configurations, such as constant effectiveness, counter flow, cross flow,
parallel flow, and shell and tube configurations: however, the models are limited to
forced flow conditions for both fluids. For the considered m ulti-tank system, each stor
age tank is equipped writh a side-arm, natural convection heat exchanger, connected
in a counter flow arrangement (Fig. 3.4).
For a typical counter flow heat exchanger with forced flow on both sides, the
effectiveness is calculated using Eq. (3.4),
e= S —
Om a x
V

(3.4)

where e is the heat exchanger effectiveness, Q is the actual rate of heat transfer
between fluids, and Qmax is tbe maximum possible rate of heat transfer between
fluids.

Thermosyphon
Loop
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Heat
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HX

Storage
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Loop

F igure 3.4: Schematic showing the heights, tem peratures and flow rates used for
modelling the heat exchanger.
The actual rate of heat transfer can be calculated according to Eq. (3.5) using
either the energy lost by the hot fluid or the energy gained by the cold fluid,
Q = m ccPc(T\ - T4) = mscPs(T2 - T3)

(3.5)

where rhc corresponds to the collector flow rate, rhs corresponds to the storage side
flow rate (which will be considered as a forced flow for now), and cPc and cPs are the
specific heats of the collector fluid (propylene glycol and water m ixture) and storage
fluid (water), respectively. Temperatures T\ and T.\ correspond to the inlet and outlet
tem peratures of the heat exchanger on the collector side, and tem peratures T3 and T2
correspond to the inlet and outlet tem peratures of the heat exchanger on the storage
side, respectively.
The maximum possible rate of heat transfer is specified by the fluid which would
receive the maximum tem perature difference across the heat exchanger, and this
would only occur for the fluid having the minimum value of mcp, which is referred to

as the fluid capacitance. In the case where the minimum capacitance value applies
to the storage fluid, the resulting calculation for the maximum rate of heat transfer
is given in Eq. (3.6),
Q m ax

= niscPs{Ti - T3)

(3.6)

where (T\ —T%) represents the tem perature difference between the inlet tem peratures
of the hot and cold fluids. Substituting in the heat transfer for the collector side from
Eq. (3.5), the resulting effectiveness is then given by Eq. (3.7).
= mccPc(Ti - r 4)

,

,

The problem with applying these equations to a natural convection heat exchanger
lies in the minimum capacitance value, m scPa. As the storage tank heats up during
charging, the natural convection flow rate decreases, causing the capacitance value to
approach zero. As this occurs, the denominator approaches zero, and the effectiveness
approaches infinity. This is contrary to what is expected, as the effectiveness should
decrease as charging occurs, not increase. Additionally, the effectiveness cannot ex
ceed a value of 1, otherwise, th a t would suggest th a t the actual heat being transferred
is greater than the maximum heat which could be transferred.
An alternative method to modelling the performance of a natural convection heat
exchanger was proposed by Fraser et al. [43], Purdy et al. [44] and Lin et al. [4],
which considered a modified effectiveness value,

which could be calculated by

Eq. (3.8). This equation is based on the previous effectiveness calculation method,
but the minimum capacitance value in the denominator is replaced by the forced flow
(collector) capacitance value.
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To implement this in TRNSYS, custom components were written and compiled in
C++ based

011

models th a t were previously developed at Queen’s University in 2000 by

Lin et al. [4]. Type 206 was created to model the natural convection flow rate through
the compact heat exchanger based on a pressure drop characteristic determined by
experimental tests, and Type 207 was created to calculate the effectiveness, heat
transfer rate, and outlet tem peratures of the natural convection heat exchanger.
The process for solving the natural convection flow rate in Type 206 begins by
solving for the net hydrostatic pressure difference in the heat exchanger, which is
caused by the tem perature-dependent buoyancy forces within the storage tank and
heat exchanger. The expression for the pressure difference can be determined from
Fig. 3.4, and is given in Eq. (3.9) [3].
A Pnet
h y d ro s ta tic

= p$ ■g ■H s —ppipe • g ■Hpipe —pnx • 9 • H

h x

(3.9)

where ps is the mean density of water in the storage tank, ppipe is the mean density
of water in the pipe, pnx is the mean density of water in the heat exchanger on the
storage side, g is the acceleration due to gravity, H s is the height of the storage tank,
tfpipe is the height of the pipe, and //h x is the height of the heat exchanger between
the inlet and outlet. The height values for the storage tank, pipe and heat exchanger
were measured as 1.35 m, 1.06 m and 0.29 m, respectively.
The net hydrostatic pressure head can then be used to determine the natural
convection flow rate, ms, based on the following empirical correlation,
rhs = a ■(A P )b

(3.10)

where the coefficients a and b were determined to be 2.388 kg/h and 0.6505, respec
tively [3]. As the system had not been used since the end of the previous study, the
empirical coefficients were verified by performing numerous charge tests and applying
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a c urve fit to the data. The results of this analysis dem onstrated th a t the coefficients
were representative of the data, and are presented in greater detail in Appendix B.
Once the natural convection flow rate is calculated bv Type 206 according to
Eq. (3.10), the flow rate is received as an input to Type 207 which calculates the
modified capacitance ratio, C 'r . and the modified effectiveness, e', using another em
pirical correlation as shown in Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12),
(3.11)
c' = c ■C ? + d ■C'r + e

(3.12)

where the coefficients c, d and e were verified in Appendix B to be -0.3488, 1.1402
and 0, respectively [3], Rearranging Eq. (3.8), th e actual rate of heat transfer for the
natural convection heat exchanger is calculated according to Eq. (3.13).
Q = e'mccPc(Ti - T3)

(3.13)

Finally, the outlet tem peratures of the heat exchanger on the collector side and
storage side (T4 and T2) can be found from Eq. (3.5).

3.5

M odelling o f D ischarge Strategies

Apart from the thermal energy storage component and the two natural convection
heat exchanger components, the remainder of the TRNSYS model was created using
standard forcing functions and equation blocks (which calculate outp u t values based
on simple m athem atical expressions consisting of input values). Draw profiles were
implemented using the forcing function, Type 14b. and an equation block specified a
discharge flow rate of 11.4 L/m in as well as a constant mains water tem perature based
on the initial tank tem peratures of the experimental tests. For constant tem perature
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charging, an equation block was used to specify a constant tem perature, Tc, equal
to 55 CC. For the variable input power charge tests, the output power of a fixed
orientation solar collector was simulated with a d ata reader, Type 9a, which read
one column (collector output power) from an excel input file. The collector output
power was calculated based on a sinusoidal curve with an amplitude of 6 kW and a
period of 20 hours. The charge profile consisted of the first 10 hours of the sinusoidal
curve (corresponding to the positive values) at 0.05-hour (3-minute) intervals. The
collector outlet tem perature could then be obtained using the specified power output
and the inlet tem perature, which was the return tem perature from the heat exchangers
calculated in the previous time step. This is given in Eq. (3.14).

T c .o u t

=

T cj n

+

~~r~~

—

m ccPr

(3-14)

Lastly, Type 14h was used as a forcing function to represent the collector loop
flow rate, where a flow rate of 3 L /m in was output when the system was charging,
and a flow rate of 0 L/m in was output during draws as well as during night-time
periods (indicating that the pump and heaters had been shut off). Simulations were
conducted at 0.01-hour (36-second) time steps, and a Type 25 printer was used to
output the results to an excel file.
For the annual simulations, the model was adapted by including additional com
ponents to simulate the performance of a solar collector and the charge loop. For a
list of components which were added, refer to Section 6.4.
In the following chapter, an overview of the experimental setup and test procedure
will be presented.

C hapter 4

E xp erim en tal A pproach

4.1

Introd uction

The focus of this study was to investigate different discharge strategies for a multi
tank thermal storage system developed at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario,
Canada. The setup was initially constructed, instrum ented and commissioned at the
Solar Calorimetry Lab for the purpose of evaluating the performance of a m ulti-tank
system under a range of operating conditions. A previous study placed an emphasis
on charging the system under two plumbing configurations, series and parallel, and
consisted of both constant tem perature and variable input power charge tests [3].
The previous study, however, did not consider realistic hourly draws from either fully
charged or partially charged states. More importantly, simultaneous charging and
discharging of the setup was not explored. Lastly, the study did not investigate the
losses associated with nighttime standby periods.
As a continuation of the previous work, the current study investigated the per
formance of the multi-tank system under realistic draw profiles when subjected to a
variable input power charge representative of the power output of a fixed-orientation
solar collector. Initial tests consisted of constant tem perature charging and constant
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volume draws in order to refine the numerical model, followed by an investigation of
two-day (48-hour) realistic charge and draw profile scenarios. As an additional aspect
to the study, the effects of nighttime standby losses were examined for a period of
14 hours following the charging period of each day. For all test cases, three plumbing
configurations were studied, including: (i) series charge and series discharge, (ii) par
allel charge and parallel discharge, and (iii) series charge and parallel discharge.

4.2

S ystem C om ponents

The experimental setup consisted of a three-tank therm al storage system, with each
storage tank equipped with a side-arm, natural convection heat exchanger (NCHE) to
allow for individual charging. The system was plumbed such th a t the tanks could be
charged or discharged in either a series or parallel configuration. Charging occurred
in series beginning with Tank 1. During series draws, mains water entered the bottom
of Tank 3, while the water in Tank 3 flowed from the top of the tan k to the bottom
of Tank 2, and from the top of Tank 2 to the bottom of Tank 1. In the parallel
configuration, all three tanks were charged and discharged simultaneously (i.e., equal
charge and draw rates across all three tanks). The experimental setup of the m ulti
tank apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.1.
The storage tanks were standard, commercially available electric hot water tanks
with a volume of 270 L each, resulting in a total system capacity of 810 L. The heating
elements inside each tank were disabled, as the use of internal auxiliary heaters was
not considered as part of this study. The heat exchangers were commercially available
compact, brazed-plate units and were connected to the tanks via a thermosyphon
loop. The loop perm itted water to circulate by means of natural convection during
charging, eliminating the need for an additional pump. Furthermore, the mains supply
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F igure 4 .1 : M ulti-tank apparatus.
was connected to the therm osyphon loop above the heat exchanger as an anti-fouling
measure. During draws, this would cause th e mains w ater to flush through th e heat
exchanger before entering the bottom of th e tank. This had th e effect of removing
any build-up in the water-side channels of the heat exchanger [45]. Specifications for
the tanks and heat exchangers are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
Solar input was simulated through th e use of two 3 kW electric heaters th a t
m aintained a constant tem perature charge. The electric heaters were also capable of
simulating a variable input power charge by means of a controller, which would vary
the power output of the heater by relaying a voltage from the d a ta acquisition (DA)
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Table 4.1: Specifications for storage tanks.
P aram eter

V alue

Shape

Cylindrical

Volume

270 L

Temperature Probe Height

1.35 in

Outer Diameter

0.55 m

Wall Material

Steel (glass lined)

Insulation Material

Fibreglass

Insulation Thickness

0.05 m

Overall Tank Loss Coefficient

5 k J/h - m2 °C

Table 4.2: Specifications for heat exchangers.
P aram eter

V alue

Type

Brazed-Plate

Number of Plates

20 (10
V channels on cold side,'
9 channels on hot side)

Height

0.29 m

Effective Heat Transfer Area

0.396 m2

Overall Heat Transfer
Coefficient-Area Product

160-220 W / °C
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F ig u re 4.2: Solar sim ulator.
system between 0 V and 5 V (where a 5 V signal would cause one heater to output
the maximum power of 3 kW ). The solar sim ulator is shown in Fig. 4.2.

4.3

In stru m en ta tio n and D a ta M easu rem en t

A tem perature probe consisting of 10 Type “T ” thermocouples was inserted in each
tank to record the tem perature profile at 0.15 m intervals and to allow stratification
levels to be determined. In addition, tem perature measurements at the inlets and
outlets of each heat exchanger were recorded. Thermocouple d a ta was recorded by
a computer based DA system and a custom N ational Instrum ents LabV IEW [46]
program, which displayed the storage tem perature profiles and heat exchanger tem 
peratures in real-time. A schematic illustrating the placement of therm ocouples is
shown in Fig. 4.3, and a screenshot of the LabVIEW front panel is shown in Fig. 4.4.
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F igure 4.3: Schematic of tem perature probe and thermocouple placement for each
tank, adapted from [3].

F igure 4.4: Screenshot from LabVIEW of a series charge test after 4 hours, w ith a
charge loop flow rate of 3 L /m in and tem perature set-point of 55 °C.
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4.4

S ystem A d d ition s

In order to autom ate scheduled draws, modifications to both the experimental setup
and the LabVIEW program were made. The modifications included the addition of:
• one pressure regulating valve placed upstream from the flow meter in order to
regulate the mains pressure passing through the flow meter (and subsequently
entering the tanks);
• one plunger-type solenoid valve installed downstream from the storage tanks
along the discharge line;
• one positive displacement flow meter installed along the mains line to record
the flow rate of water entering (and thereby leaving) the system during draws;
• one circuit balancing valve installed upstream from the solenoid valve in order
to m aintain a constant draw flow rate of 11.4 L/m in:
• one check valve installed at the top of each tank to prevent water from circu
lating between storages;
• two Type T thermocouples to measure the mains and delivery water tem pera
tures; and
• various LabVIEW routines to facilitate the draws.
Photographs of the added components are shown in Fig 4.5.
At the start of each scheduled draw, the DA system would transm it a 5 V signal
to the solenoid to open the valve and allow hot water to flow from the tanks. During
the draw, the DA system recorded the number of pulses received from the flow meter
(with each pulse representing 0.0381644 L), while LabVIEW calculated the cumulative
volume of water which has entered the system. W hen the calculated volume reached
the scheduled draw amount, the DA system would stop transm itting the 5 V signal

I
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F igure 4.5: Photographs of the added system components: (a) one pressure
regulating valve: (b) one solenoid valve; (c) one positive displacement flow meter:
(d) one circuit balancing valve; and (e) three check valves.
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to the solenoid and the valve would close, term inating the draw. C alibration of the
discharge flow rate and draw volumes are given in Appendix C.
The addition of check valves at the top of each tan k was not necessary for per
forming draws, but was found to reduce mixing and exergy losses in the series charge
and parallel discharge configuration. After prelim inary testing of the system, it was
observed th a t the three tanks would try to equalize their tem peratures and pressures.
This was a result of the first tan k always having a higher degree of charge in the series
charge configuration compared to th e remaining two tanks. This is further discussed
in Appendix D.
A part from the experim ental additions, a new LabVIEW routine was added to
the program to enable com puter controlled draws and display real-tim e tem perature
measurements for the incoming m ains w ater and delivery water.

The LabVIEW

routine was programmed w ith draw profiles from the CSA-F379.1 S tandard [32], but
also allowed users to input a custom draw profile if desired. A screenshot of the draw
routine is shown in Fig. 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Screenshot of the added LabV IEW draw routine for a constant volume
hourly discharge test wdth 60 L draws.
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4.5

Test M eth od

Constant, tem perature charge tests were performed to gain familiarity with the system
and verify the empirical correlation for the natural convection heat exchanger model in
TRNSYS. Tests were conducted for a charge flow rate of 3 L/m in and a tem perature
set-point of 55 °C. The tem perature profile for a 24-hour eharge test is presented
in Chapter 5, and a comparison between the empirical correlation and experimental
data is given in Appendix B.
Subsequent tests of the m ulti-tank system included constant tem perature charging
and constant volume discharging [8,9], followed by variable input power charging and
variable volume discharging [10]. Prior to starting each test, the three tanks were fully
discharged for 1 hour, then mixed using a circulating pum p for 30 minutes. This was
done to ensure that the tanks were uniform in tem perature with the mains supply.

4 .5 .1

C on stan t T em p eratu re C harge a n d C o n sta n t V olu m e
D isch arge T ests

Following the constant tem perature charge tests, constant volume hourly draws were
incorporated to ensure that the added system components and draw routines per
formed as expected, and also to begin refining the numerical model.

It was also

necessary to perform these idealized test cases to establish a basis for comparing and
understanding more complex test cases later on.
Six experimental tests were performed which looked at the therm al stratification
in the tanks during the charge and draw sequences. For this analysis, three plumbing
configurations were considered. The configurations studied were: series charge and
series discharge: parallel charge and parallel discharge; and series charge and parallel
discharge.
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The test param eters which were varied are given in Table 4.3. For each test, all
three tanks were initially mixed to a uniform tem perature of 11 °C, and were charged
with a constant collector loop flow rate of 3 L /m in and a set-point tem perature of
55 =C for a total of 8 hours. The charge fluid consisted of a 50% propylene glycol
and 50% water (by volume) mixture. Five draws were conducted at a flow' rate of
11.4 L/m in and were initiated at the beginning of each hour after the fourth hour
inclusive (i.e., draws occurred at the start of Hours 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8). As each draw
commenced, the collector flow was diverted around the heat exchangers and returned
to the heaters. This procedure limited preheating of the mains supply as water flowed
through the NCHE in a parallel flow direction with the charging fluid, before entering
the bottom of the storage tank. Draws were term inated once the specified volume
had been reached (either 60 L or 135 L).

T able 4.3: Parameters for constant tem perature charge and constant
volume discharge tests.
Test

Charge Configuration0
Series

1

•

Series

3

•

4

•

•

Draw Volume6 (L)
60

135

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

5

Parallel

•
•

2

6

Parallel

Draw Configuration6

•
•

•

•

•

'* Collector loop flow rate of 3 L/m in. initial tank temperature of 11 °C, and collector
outlet temperature set-point of 55 °C.
h

Discharge flow rate of 11.4 L/min, initiated at the start of Hours 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.
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4 .5 .2

V ariable In p u t P ow er C harge and V ariable V olu m e
D isch arge T ests

In an effort to produce more realistic test scenarios, a study was conducted th a t
considered variable input power charging and variable volume discharging. Three
experimental tests were performed such th at the therm al stratification within the
tanks during the charge and draw sequences could be observed. The test param eters
which were varied are given in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Param eters for variable input power charge
and variable volume discharge tests.
Test

Charge Configuration0
Series

7

•

Series

Parallel

•
•

8
9

Parallel

Draw Configuration6

•

•
•

“ Collector loop flow rate of 3 L/min and initial lank
temperature of 12 °C.
b

Discharge flow rate of 11.4 L/min.

A similar methodology was used in conducting the tests as Section 4.5.1, with
the exception that realistic charge and discharge profiles were used. In addition, the
tanks were initially mixed to a uniform tem perature of 12 °C due to slightly higher
mains tem perature at the tim e of testing. Collector loop flow rates and discharge
flow rates were unchanged.
The power input charge profile was based on a sinusoidal function, representative
of a fixed solar collector oriented with an azimuth of zero. The profile assumed th at
the highest collector output occurred after 5 hours of charging, i.e., halfway through
a 10-hour daily charge cycle, and the maximum output power was selected as 6 kW
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based on the available power from the two 3 kW electric heaters. A fter the 10-hour
daily charge cycle, the circulating pum ps for the collector loop were shut off overnight
and standby losses within the tanks were observed for the duration of the day. At
the start of the second day, identical charge and discharge profiles wrere re-initiated.
The charge and drawr schedules are illustrated in Fig. 4.7.
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F igure 4.7: Solar radiation profile and draw schedule considered for the variable
power charge and variable volume discharge tests.
Through preliminary TRNSYS simulations, it was found th a t after 2 days, the
system had achieved steady state. In other words, the therm al behaviour of the tanks
on the second day (between 24 and 48 hours) represented the daily tem perature profile
within the tanks which would be observed in subsequent days of testing assuming th at
the radiation profile and draw schedule were m aintained. As a result, the length of
experimental testing required in order to sufficiently predict the therm al behaviour
of the system wras selected as 2 days (48 hours), including nighttim e standby periods.
Realistic draws were conducted through the charge sequence according to a m od
ified CSA-F379.1 draw schedule [32]. Schedule C of the CSA S tandard (300 L per
day for 5 or more persons) was scaled to 900 L per day, since th e m ulti-tank sys
tem consists of three individual 270 L storage tank. Furtherm ore, this type of draw
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profile may be representative of a multi-unit residential building with 15 or more
occupants. Draws were initiated at the start of each hour according to Table 4.5,
where the '"Hour” column corresponds to the experimental and simulation time, and
the “Time'’ column corresponds to the time of day. Both time scales are referred to
interchangeably when discussing the test results in Chapters 5 and 6.

T able 4.5: Modified CSA-F379.1 draw profile considered for the variable input
power charge and variable volume discharge tests.
Day 1

Day 2

Hour

Time

Draw Volume (L)

Hour

Time

Draw Volume (L)

0

07:00

30

24

07:00

30

1

08:00

75

25

08:00

75

2

09:00

75

26

09:00

75

3

10:00

135

27

10:00

135

4

11:00

75

28

11:00

75

5

12:00

30

29

12:00

30

6

13:00

15

30

13:00

15

7

14:00

0

31

14:00

0

8

15:00

0

32

15:00

0

9

16:00

45

33

16:00

45

10

17:00

75

34

17:00

75

11

18:00

135

35

18:00

135

12

19:00

75

36

19:00

75

13

20:00

90

37

20:00

90

14

21:00

30

38

21:00

30

15

22:00

15

39

22:00

15

TOTAL

900

TOTAL

900
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Experimental tests began at 07:00 (corresponding to Hour 0) and ended at 07:00
(Hour 48) two days later. Draws were conducted from Hours 0 to 15 on Day 1 (with
the first draw of 30 L occurring at the start of the test, i.e., Hour 0). while charging
occurred during Hours 0 to 10 (following the 10-hour daily charge profile, which began
at 07:00 and ended at 17:00, with the peak solar output occurring at 12:00). In a
similar fashion, draws were conducted from Hours 24 to 39 on Day 2, while charging
occurred during Hours 21 to 34, using the same charge and discharge profiles as Day 1.
Chapter 5 will examine the results of both studies with respect to the therm al
behaviour and stratification levels of the storage tanks. Following this, Chapter 6
will further discuss the results with respect to delivered energy, stored exergy values,
as well as through annual simulation.

C hapter 5

E xp erim en tal and S im u lation R esu lts

5.1

Introd uction

In Chapter 3, the mathematical models used by TRNSYS to predict the performance
of the thermal energy storage and natural convection heat exchangers were discussed,
and the simulation models were presented. Following this, Chapter 4 discussed the
experimental setup and the test method for two test scenarios, constant tem perature
charging with constant volume draws, and variable input power charging with vari
able volume draws. W ithin these tests, three different combinations of charge and
discharge plumbing configurations were explored: charging in series and discharging
in series, charging in parallel and discharging in parallel, and finally, charging in series
and discharging in parallel. The results of the experimental and simulation analysis
are presented in this chapter.
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5.2

P relim inary C harge T ests

Constant tem perature charge tests were initially performed in order to characterize
the performance of the natural convection heat exchanger and to verify the accu
racy of the numerical model under charging conditions.

Tests were conducted in

both series and parallel configurations for collector-loop flow rates of 3 L/m in and
a charge tem perature of 55 °C. A sample tem perature profile is shown in Fig. 5.1
for a series charge test with an initial tank tem perature of 16.5 °C. Each black line
in the figure corresponds to a set of tem perature d ata recorded by one of the ten
equally spaced thermocouples (instrum entation of the system is discussed in greater
detail in Section 4.3). The uncertainty associated with the tank thermocouple mea
surements was ±1.0 °C according to the ASME PTC 19.3-1974 Standard for Type T
thermocouples [47], Additional uncertainty and calibration information is presented
in Appendix C.
The tem perature profile shown in Fig. 5.1 illustrates th a t in the initial moments
of charging, hot water was deposited at the top of the tank from the thermosyphon
loop, resulting in a tem perature increase at the top thermocouple. As charging con
tinued, the remaining thermocouples began showing an increase in tem perature as
the tem perature layers (i.e., thermoclines) moved downward.
Experimental and simulation results for Tank 1 of the series charge test are com
pared in Fig. 5.2. An identical model to the one presented in Fig. 3.1 was used with
the discharge components removed. The black lines in Fig. 5.2 correspond to the ther
mocouple measurements as before, while the red lines correspond to the output data
from the TRNSYS model. Figure 5.3 shows the size and location of each node in the
TRNSYS tank model relative to the placement of thermocouples in the experimental
setup, and the nodes highlighted in blue correspond to the plotted data.
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F ig u re 5.1: Experimental tem perature profile of the series charge configuration
with a collector loop flow rate of 3 L/m in, initial tank tem perature of 16.5 °C, and
collector outlet tem perature (charge tem perature) set-point of 55 °C.
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Temperature Probe

TRNSYS Nodes

Top
1+-3
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1+-14
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0.0409 m
1+-18

1+-22

1+-25

Bottom

F igu re 5.3: Comparison between experim ental thermocouple positions and
TRNSYS node positions.
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For the series charge test, it was observed th a t the model accurately predicted
the tem perature profile at the top of the tank, bu t deviated from the experimental
data in regions of high tem perature gradients and as the nodes moved closer towards
the bottom of the tank.

In a similar study, Newton [41] modelled a single tank

being charged, with cold water being withdrawn from the bottom of the tank and
hot water being deposited at the top. Experim ental results produced by Zurigat et
al. [48] were compared against a 15 node model and a 50 node model using the Type 60
component. In both cases, a similar discrepancy as the one shown in Fig. 5.2 was
observed. Newton concluded th at choosing too few nodes can introduce a considerable
amount of error when the tank is being charged (or discharged), and th at the fewer
the number of nodes used, the more mixing is assumed to occur in the tank. Based
on the conclusions of Newton’s study, the discrepancy between the experimental and
simulation results of this study were similarly attributed to the num ber of nodes used
in the TRNSYS model.
Cruickshank [3] also investigated the effects of varying node numbers in the
Type 60 component on the tem perature profile of a single tank. The sensitivity anal
ysis consisted of a comparison of tem perature profiles for 1 node, 3 nodes, 5 nodes,
15 nodes, 30 nodes and 60 nodes for a single tank being charged with an external
natural convection heat exchanger. The results indicated that the accuracy of the
tem perature profile improved as the number of nodes increased, which agreed with
the conclusions of Newton’s study.

Furthermore, an additional study by Cruick

shank [49] examined the effects of varying node numbers on the energy storage values
of a single tank in the parallel charge configuration. The results indicated th at the
predicted energy transfer to the tank depended on the number of nodes, and th at the
error was less than 1% relative to the 60 node case when more th an 10 nodes were
used.
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After verifying that the tem perature profiles were modelled as accurately as pos
sible using Type 60, a combination of constant tem perature charging with scheduled,
constant volume, hourly draws were investigated before looking a t more complex,
realistic scenarios.

5.3

C onstant T em perature C harge and C on stan t
V olum e D ischarge T ests

As a baseline case, six experimental tests (Tests 1 - 6 ) were conducted which examined
the effects of constant volume discharging on a partially charged system. For each
test, all three tanks were initially mixed to a uniform tem perature of 11 °C, and were
charged with a constant collector flow rate of 3 L/m in and a set-point tem perature
of 55°C for 8 hours. Five draws were conducted at a flow rate of 11.4 L /m in and
were initiated at the beginning of each hour after the fourth hour. For each of the
three plumbing configurations investigated, two different hourly draw volumes were
considered, 60 L draws and 135 L draws. These volumes were taken from the modified
CSA draw profile given by Table 4.5, and represent roughly 25% and 50% of the
storage volume of a single 270 L tank, respectively. In addition, draws were chosen
to begin after 4 hours of charging to ensure th a t roughly half of the total storage
volume had been charged (e.g., Fig. 4.4 shows a sample tem perature distribution
after 4 hours of charging in series). A summary of the parameters for Tests 1 - 6 is
given in Table 4.3.
The following sections will focus on the results of Tests 4 - 6 which consisted of
135 L draws, as the 60 L draw tests experienced similar trends. Refer to Appendix E
for the tem perature profiles of Tests 1 - 3 .
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5.3.1

S eries C harge an d S eries D isch arge

Tests 1 and 4 corresponds to the series charge and series discharge configurations
with 60 L and 135 L draws, respectively. During these tests, it was observed th a t
charging in series resulted in sequentially stratified tanks (i.e., Tank 1 was charged
first, followed by Tank 2, then Tank 3). As a result, Tank 1 received the largest
amount of energy from the charge loop, and subsequently stored the hottest water
compared to the other tanks. Tank 1 was also the source of hot water during dis
charging. When discharging in series, some mixing was observed a t the bottom of
Tanks 1 and 2 due to the tem perature differences with Tanks 2 and 3, respectively.
This was caused by hot water from the top of the downstream tanks flowing into the
bottom of the upstream tanks during draws, resulting in some mixing at the bottom
of the tanks (e.g., water from the top of Tank 2 flowed into the bottom of Tank 1).
Experimental and simulated tem perature profiles are compared in Fig. 5.4 for Test 4,
with superimposed results presented in Fig. 5.5 for every second thermocouple and
node.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 dem onstrate th a t the experimental and simulation results
correspond well for both tests, and illustrate the thermal behaviour of the tanks
(i.e., stratification) during the charging and discharging sequences. In addition to
comparing the experimental and simulation results graphically, an error analysis was
conducted to quantify the tem perature difference between results and is presented in
Appendix F. For Test 4, the error in experimental and simulation results was found
to be ±5.45 °C for Tank 1, ±3.90 °C for Tank 2, and ±3.65 °C for Tank 3, assuming
a 95% confidence level.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental and simulation results for Test 4, series charge and series
discharge, 135 L draws.
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When comparing the top tank tem perature at the end of each draw (e.g.. Hour 4,
5,

6

. 7 and

8

), lower tem peratures were predicted in the TRNSYS model compared

to experimental results. This was a result of the lim itation in the number of nodes
allowed by Type 60. Since each tank was limited to 33 nodes, and the node volumes
were uniform in tem perature, the model assumed th at more mixing occurred in the
tank. Therefore, a higher predicted amount of mixing would correspond to lower
predicted tem peratures at the end of each draw.
Another discrepancy can be seen in the simulation results along the bottom tank
tem peratures for Tanks

1

and 2 after draws had commenced.

As a result of the

TRNSYS model overpredicting the amount of mixing at the top of the tanks, the
tem perature of water flowing into the bottom of Tanks 1 and 2 from the downstream
tanks were slightly cooler than experimentally observed. Secondly, the mains supply,
as well as the connections between Tanks 1 and 2, and Tanks 2 and 3, were introduced
into the thermosyphon loop above the heat exchanger in the experimental setup. This
configuration was not modelled in the TRNSYS simulation, which assumed the mains
supply and the water exiting the top of the downstream tanks immediately entered
the bottom of the upstream tanks. As a result, th e model didn’t account for any heat
transfer th at would have taken place across the heat exchanger during draws. This
heat transfer was reduced experimentally by diverting the charge flow around the heat
exchangers, however, the charge fluid trapped inside the heat exchanger was observed
to fall in tem perature during the draw, implying some preheating of the water entering
the bottom of the tanks. This is shown in Fig. 5.5, where the simulation results
predicted lower tem peratures at the bottom of the tank immediately after a draw
has commenced. Despite these modelling limitations, th e charging and discharging
trends were still well represented by the TRNSYS model.
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Comparing the experimental results for Tests 1 and 4, it was observed th a t the
volume of water being drawn each hour had a significant impact on the amount of
mixing th a t occurred. For Test 4, recurring draws at volumes of 135 L resulted in
significantly lower tank tem peratures and more mixing compared to Test 1 with 60 L
draws. Additionally, neither test was able to maintain a constant delivery tem perature
for the duration of the test, as shown by the significant drop in tem perature at the top
of Tank

1

during each subsequent draw. Delivery tem perature and delivered energy

is discussed further in Chapter

5 .3 .2

6

.

P arallel C harge and P arallel D ischarge

For the parallel charge and parallel discharge tests, multiple attem pts were made to
achieve a balanced flow distribution through the heat exchangers during charging for
the entire test period of Tests 2 and 5. The experimental and simulation results for
Tests 5 are shown in Fig. 5.6, and dem onstrate th at the third tank charged at a
slightly slower rate than the first two tanks in both cases. The unpredictable nature
of achieving a balanced flow along the charge loop in this arrangement may lead to
significant losses in performance over time if not corrected, and are further discussed
in Chapter

6

.

Comparing Tests 2 and 5. similar tem perature profiles in the three tanks were
observed, and demonstrated th a t the three tanks charged nearly simultaneously. One
difference between the tests was in the magnitude of tem perature drops associated
with each draw as expected (i.e., lower tem peratures were present in Test 5 as larger
volumes of water were draw n). In both cases, however, a high degree of stratification
was maintained and, as shown in Fig. 5.6, there was a good agreement between the
experimental and simulation results. The simulation results predicted th a t all three
tanks would charge at an identical rate, but as discussed, this was not achieved.
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Figure 5.6: Experimental and simulation results for Test 5, parallel charge and
parallel discharge, 135 L draws.
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W hen comparing the experimental tank tem peratures between Tests 4 and 5 for
135 L draws (Figs. 5.4 and 5.6), it was observed th a t the first tank in the series
configuration (which was the source of delivery water) charged more quickly and
reached slightly higher tem peratures than those achieved in the tanks in the parallel
charge configuration. This was a result of more heat transfer occurring across the first
heat exchanger before sequentially charging the remaining two downstream tanks in
the series configuration.

The branched arrangement in the parallel configuration

charged all three tanks simultaneously, but had the drawback of a lower charge flow
rate passing through each heat exchanger (roughly equal to one third the value coming
from the heaters). Comparisons between the experimental d ata and the empirical
correlations are presented in Appendix B for Test 5, showing the first 4 hours of
charge d ata for the parallel configuration.

5 .3 .3

Series C harge an d P arallel D isch arge

Combining the advantages of charging the system in series and discharging in parallel,
the series charge and parallel discharge configuration was investigated in Tests 3 and
6

. The purpose of this test was to determine whether the benefits of sequential

stratification could be applied to discharging in parallel, while eliminating the mixing
which occurred at the bottom of Tanks 1 and 2 in the series discharge configuration.
The experimental and simulation results for Test

6

are shown in Fig. 5.7. Both sets of

experimental and simulation results correspond well during the charge and discharge
periods.
Similar to the previous results for Tests 1 and 4, charging in series dem onstrated
sequential stratification across the three tanks, while discharging in parallel main
tained a high degree of stratification within each tank (as demonstrated by Tests 2
and 5). By charging in series, Tank 1 reached the set-point tem perature more quickly
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F ig u re 5.7: Experimental and simulation results for Test 6 , series charge and
parallel discharge, 135 L draws.
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due to the higher charge flow rate compared to charging in parallel, and did not
experience the high degree of mixing at the bottom of Tanks 1 and 2 as observed
when discharging in series. One drawback for this arrangement, when compared to
the parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration, were lowrer delivery tem per
atures during draws. Equal volumes of water were drawn from the top of each tank
in the parallel discharge configuration, resulting in mixing between the hot water
from Tank 1 and cool water from downstream tanks. This is further discussed in
Section 6.2.

5.4

V ariable Input Pow er C harge and V ariable
V olum e D ischarge T ests

In an effort to produce more realistic test scenarios, another study was conducted
which considered variable input power charging and variable volume discharging.
Three experimental tests (Tests 7 - 9 ) were performed such th a t the therm al s tra t
ification within the tanks during the charge and draw sequences could be observed.
Tests were conducted over a period of 2 days, with all three tanks initially mixed to a
uniform tem perature of 12 °C. The charge sequence consisted of a constant collector
flow rate of 3 L/m in and a power input charge profile based on a sinusoidal function.
Realistic hot water draws were conducted through the charge sequence according to
the 900 L per day draw profile given in Table 4.5. A summary of the param eters for
Tests 7 - 9 is given in Table 4.4.
In addition to observing the thermal behaviour of the system as a result of charging
and discharging, nighttime standby losses were also examined.

After the 10-hour

daily charge cycle for each day, the circulating pumps for the charge loop were shut
off and the data acquisition system continued recording tem perature measurements
at 3-minute intervals.
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5.4 .1

S eries C harge an d S eries D isch arge

The experimental and simulated results for the series charge and series discharge
configuration (Test 7) are shown in Fig. 5.8. The experimental and simulation results
correspond well, both showing the therm al behaviour of the tanks (i.e., stratification)
during the charging and discharging sequences.
The results dem onstrated th a t sequential stratification was achieved in the series
charge configuration as before. During periods of falling charge loop tem peratures,
mixing occurred at the top of each tank as cooler water was deposited from the ther
mosyphon loop. This effect was reduced for the downstream tanks (Tanks 2 and 3),
since they were charged to a lesser extent than the first tank and experienced less
destratification due to their lower tem peratures. Tank 1 experienced the most destratification a t the top of the tank, as shown by the convergence of the thermocouple
(and node) tem peratures starting at Hour 6 . During the same tim e periods, Tanks 2
and 3 continued to be charged by the collector loop up until Hour 9.
As the charge loop tem perature dropped below the average tem perature of Tank 1 ,
water from the storage tank began transferring heat to the charge loop in the heat
exchanger. This caused a negative net hydrostatic pressure difference, and resulted
in a “reverse thermosyphon flow” , where the flow on the storage side of the heat
exchanger reversed direction. In the TRNSYS model, this wasn’t properly represented
since the natural convection heat exchanger assumed th a t the pressure drop was
always positive (i.e., greater than zero). Under reverse flow conditions, the pressure
drop becomes negative. As a result, the TRNSYS component treated the pressure
drop as being zero, resulting in a natural convection flow rate of zero as well. Although
energy was gained by the charge loop (from Tank 1) in the series charge configuration,
the energy was later transferred to the next downstream storage tank th a t was at a
lower tem perature. In addition, discharging in series produced the same amount of
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mixing at the bottom of each tank as was observed in the constant volume discharge
tests. The resulting warm tem peratures at the bottom of Tank 1 were also a factor
in causing the reverse thermosyphon flow.

5 .4.2

P a ra llel C harge an d P a ra llel D ischarge

The experimental and simulation data for the parallel charge and parallel discharge
configuration (Test 8 ) are plotted in Fig. 5.9. In the parallel charge configuration, all
three tanks were charged simultaneously, as opposed to the sequential charge achieved
in the series charge configuration. Consequently, falling collector outlet tem peratures
led to destratification at the top of all three tanks as cooler water was deposited
from the thermosyphon loop (e.g., Hour 6 ). In addition, a high degree of stratifica
tion in each tank was maintained by discharging in parallel. One of the advantages
to maintaining stratification in each tank (compared to having a sequentially stra t
ified system), was th at the bottom tank tem perature was maintained at the mains
tem perature. W hen combined with variable input power charging, this ensured th a t
cold water was withdrawn from the bottom of the tank for charging. As the charge
tem perature began to fall, the effects of reverse thermosvphon flows were reduced
compared to Tank 1 of the series charge and series discharge configuration due to the
lower overall tank temperatures.

5 .4 .3

Series C harge an d P arallel D ischarge

The experimental and simulation data plotted in Fig. 5.10 for the series charge and
parallel discharge configuration (Test 9) dem onstrate th a t there is a close agreement
between the results. Charging the system in series resulted in the same sequential
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F igure 5.8: Experimental and simulation results for Test 7, variable input power charge and CSA draw profile
discharge test, series charge and series discharge configuration.
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5.9: Experimental and simulation results for Test 8, variable input power charge and CSA draw profile
discharge test, parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration.
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F igu re 5.10: Experimental and simulation results for Test 9. variable input power charge and CSA draw profile
discharge test, series charge and parallel discharge configuration.
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stratification previously observed from Test 7. The effect of falling collector tem pera
tures was also reduced compared to Test

8

as the downstream tanks (Tanks 2 and 3)

continued to charge after the charge tem perature had begun falling. Each tank also
maintained a good degree of stratification from being discharged in parallel, thereby
reducing the occurrences of reverse thermosyphon flow by maintaining cold water at
the bottom of the tanks. However, the series charge and parallel discharge configu
ration dem onstrated lower delivery water tem peratures, as a result of the mixing of
hot water from Tank 1 with cool water from downstream tanks.
One final limitation of the TRNSYS model is most apparent in Fig. 5.10. The
TRNSYS model assumed a constant mains tem perature of 12 °C for Tests 7 - 9 ,
however, the mains tem perature had increased during the afternoon of Day

1

to 15 °C

(resulting in warmer tank tem peratures near the bottom ), and had fallen back down
to 12 °C on Day 2 between Hours 25 to 30. The effects of varying mains tem peratures
was less apparent in Tests 1 -

6

as the test period was limited to

8

hours.

In the following chapter, a comparison of the different system configurations will
be examined based on the amount of energy delivered during draws, the stored exergy
levels within the tanks, and the solar fraction and system efficiency obtained for an
annual simulation.

C hapter 6

D iscu ssion o f R esu lts

6.1

Introduction

The previous chapter presented experimental and simulation results for the m ulti
tank storage system for three different charge and discharge configurations, and ad
dressed the modelling limitations which were observed. Tem perature profiles were
compared for two general cases: constant tem perature charging w ith constant vol
ume discharging, and variable input power charging with variable volume discharging.
The comparison between experimental and simulation tem perature profiles demon
strated th at there was good agreement between results, and th a t the discrepancies
mainly occurred in regions of high tem perature gradients due to the limitations in
the TRNSYS model (more specifically, modelling of the therm al storage). This chap
ter aims to compare the performance of the three system configurations in terms of
delivered energy, stored exergy values, and by annual simulation. These performance
characteristics will be discussed in the upcoming sections.
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6.2

E nergy D elivered to Load

The first basis for comparing the three different system configurations was on delivered
energy. The ideal system configuration would exhibit the largest amount of delivered
energy, as this would reduce the amount of auxiliary energy input required to meet
the set-point temperature.
During discharge periods, tem perature and volume measurements were recorded
at 5-second intervals, compared to the 3-minute intervals used to record tank tem 
peratures. To determine the total amount of energy delivered during the test period,
individual energy values were summed at each time step. The delivered energy, (Qdf,|.
was calculated according to Eq. (6.1),

Qdei = V/9wcPw(Tde| - r mains)

(6.1)

where V is the volume of water drawn in m3, pw is the density of water in k g /m 3
calculated at the mean tem perature, cPw is the specific heat capacity of water in
kJ/kgK calculated at the mean tem perature, Tdei is the delivery water tem perature,
and 7 mams is the mains water tem perature.
Temperature and volume measurements were calibrated according to the relation
ships presented in Appendix C, and the associated uncertainty values were calculated
as ±0.31 L for the volume measurements, ±0.32% for the density, ±0.15% for the
specific heat capacity, and ±0.07 °C for the tem perature measurements. The corre
sponding error for the delivered energy was found to be in the range of 0.49% and
2 . 1%.
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6.2 .1

C o n sta n t T em p era tu re C harge an d C o n sta n t V olu m e
D isch arge T ests

For Tests 1 - 6 , delivered energy values were calculated and are shown in Table 6.1.
In each test, the TRNSYS model overpredicted the amount of delivered energy by
a significant amount. The main factor contributing to this discrepancy was the as
sumption of a constant mains tem perature of

11

°C. It was observed experimentally

th a t the mains tem perature varied by several degrees throughout the test periods,
and this was not adequately represented in the numerical model. Comparing exper
imental to simulation values, the delivered energy varied between 9.7% and 23.1%
for Tests 1 - 3 , and between

6 .8

% and 10.1% for Tests 4 - 6 . Test 2 was found to

have a considerable amount of error, as it was observed th a t Tank 3 was significantly
undercharged compared to the other two tanks in the parallel charge and parallel
discharge configuration. As a result, lower tem peratures were drawn from Tank 3,
producing a lower experimental delivered energy value.

T a b le 6.1: Delivered energy values for the constant tem perature charge
and constant volume discharge tests.
Test

Configuration

Draw Volume (L)

Delivered Energy, Qdel (MJ)
Experimental

Simulation

1

Series Series

60

46.73

51.76

2

Parallel Parallel

60

39.54

51.42

3

Series Parallel

60

36.35

44.98

4

Series Series

135

79.15

88.06

5

Parallel Parallel

135

97.71

105.54

6

Series Parallel

135

82.04

88.03
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Based

011

delivered energy values for the constant tem perature charge and constant

volume discharge tests, the parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration with
135 L draws (Test 5) delivered the highest amount of energy. Compared to Tests 4
and 6 , the parallel configuration delivered 23.4% and 19.1% more energy, respectively.
This demonstrates that the parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration had
the best performance under these test conditions. At lower draw volumes (i.e., 60 L),
the series charge and series discharge configuration had higher delivery tem peratures,
however, these tests did not reflect the losses due to mixing at the bottom of the tanks
as clearly as the 135 L tests. This is more apparent in Section 6.3.1 when considering
the stored exergy of the system.

6 .2 .2

V ariable In p u t P ow er C harge and V ariable V olu m e
D ischarge T ests

As a better comparison of system performance, delivered energy values were calcu
lated for Tests 7 - 9 , and are presented in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Delivered energy values for th e variable
input power charge and variable volume discharge
tests.
Test

Configuration

Delivered Energy, Qdei (MJ)
Experimental

Simulation

7

Series Series

160.56

211.38

8

Parallel Parallel

174.77

217.36

9

Series Parallel

168.11

210.05
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The discrepancy between experimental and simulation results was fairly signifi
cant, with errors between 19.6% to 24.0%. As before, a large am ount of error was
introduced by the assumption of constant mains tem perature in the TRNSYS model,
since the tem perature varied experimentally by several degrees over the 48-hour test
period. Furthermore, the TRNSYS model consistently overpredicted the top tank
tem perature for the variable input power charge tests, resulting in higher predicted
delivered energy values.
Based on the delivered energy values for the variable tem perature charge and vari
able volume discharge tests, the parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration
(Test

8

) delivered the highest amount of energy. Compared to Tests 7 and 9, the

parallel configuration delivered 8.9% and 4.0% more energy, respectively. Therefore,
under variable input power charge and variable volume discharge conditions, the par
allel charge and parallel discharge configuration had the best performance based on
delivered energy.

6.3

E xergy A nalysis

As a means of characterizing the “usefulness” of the energy stored in the m ulti-tank
system, an exergy analysis was conducted for Tests 1 - 9 . An example dem onstrating
the concept of exergy is a single hot water tank with two equal volume regions (i.e.,
nodes). In one configuration, the tank is fully-mixed, implying th a t both nodes are
equal in tem perature (e.g., 50°C). while the second configuration has regions of hot
and cold tem peratures (e.g., 80 °C for the top node, and 2 0 °C for the bottom node).
Both systems contain the same amount of internal energy, but from a discharge
perspective, water would be supplied at a higher tem perature by the tank containing
80 °C water at the top, compared to the fully-mixed tank which would supply 50 °C
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water. In this ease, the tank with regions of hot and cold water would have a higher
exergy level due to i t ’s stratification.

The specific exergy. Ex, can be quantified

according to Eq. (6.2),
E x = ( h - ha) - T0 • (s - s0)

(6.2)

where h is the specific enthalpy of the fluid in k J/k g for a given tem perature, s is
the specific entropy of the fluid in kJ/kgK for a given tem perature, and ha, sQ and
T0 are the specific enthalpy, specific entropy and tem perature at the dead state. The
thermophysical properties (enthalpy and entropy) of the fluid at the dead state are
found when the system is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the environment it is
in (i.e., at the dead state, the useful work potential of the system is zero) [6 ]. For
the previous example, if the dead state is selected as

20

°C, then the corresponding

specific exergy values calculated from Eq. (6.2) are 11.3 k J/k g and 6.0 k J/k g for the
t.wo-region tank and the fully-mixed tank, respectively.
The same method of comparing system configurations can be applied to the multi
tank system under study. A closed-system approach was used for the analysis which
neglected the exergy contribution from fluid flow during draws. This assumption
was found to be valid since the exergy value associated with the velocity of the fluid
moving through the system during draws was negligible in comparison to the total
exergy stored at any instantaneous moment.
For this analysis, the specific exergy values were calculated at each time step and
for each thermocouple and node according to Eq. (6.2). The values for each of the
ten thermocouples and nodes were summed to represent the specific exergy for each
tank, and finally, the values for the three tanks were summed to represent the exergy
stored in the system. The two corresponding expressions are shown in Eq. (6.3) and

(6 , 1).
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^ ^ E x node(t)

-^■CTank(^)

(6.3)

node=l
3

^ ] ExTank^t)

-^h’Stored (^)

(6.4)

T an k = 1

Tlie dead state was selected as

11

°C for Tests 1 - 6 , and 12 °C for Tests 7 - 9, to cor

respond with the mains tem perature and the initial tank tem peratures of the system.
Finally, the tliermophysical properties of water were obtained from the Engineer
ing Equation Solver (EES) [50] software, which was also used to perform the exergy
calculations.

6.3.1

C o n sta n t T em p eratu re C h arge a n d C o n sta n t V o lu m e
H o u rly D isch arge T ests

For the six experimental tests performed with constant tem perature charging and
constant volume discharging, specific exergy values were determined at each time step
for both experimental and simulation data. The values of specific exergy calculated
at the end of the testing period for both experimental and sim ulation results are
given in Table 6.3, with the corresponding plots of specific exergy versus time shown
in Fig. 6.1 for Tests 4 - 6 conditions. For the plotted results of Tests 1 - 3 , refer to
Appendix E.
Comparing experimental and simulation specific exergy values at the end of the
test period, it was found th a t the values differed between 4.5% and 16.1%. The results
of this analysis also dem onstrated th at the parallel charge and parallel discharge
configuration for Tests 2 and 5 stored the largest amount of exergy for both draw
volumes for both experimental and simulation results, and therefore, m aintained the
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F ig u r e 6.1: Specific exergy values for the three system configurations w ith
constant tem perature charging and 135 L draws.
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T a b le 6.3: Specific exergy values at the end of the testing period for constant
tem perature charge and constant volume discharge tests.
Test

Configuration

Draw Volume (L)

Specific Exergy, E x Siored (kJ/kg)
Experimental

Simulation

1

Series Scries

60

83.6

87.5

2

Parallel Parallel

60

141.7

159.0

3

Series Parallel

60

129.5

117.9

4

Series Series

135

24.9

22.3

5

Parallel Parallel

135

42.3

50.4

6

Series Parallel

135

39.6

37.6

highest degree of stratification. Compared to Tests 1 and 3, Test 2 stored 69.5%
and 9.4% more exergy, respectively, while Test 5 stored 69.9% and
compared to Tests 4 and
In Section

6 .2 . 1 ,

6

6 .8

% more exergy

.

there was a large discrepancy between experimental and mod

elled delivered energy values for Test 2, which was attributed to the significant under
charging of Tank 3. Apart from comparing tem perature profiles, the specific exergy
values between the three tanks can be compared to give an indication of the degree
of charge. Specific exergy values for Tanks 1 - 3 of the parallel charge and parallel
discharge configuration test with 60 draws were plotted with respect to time, and
are shown in Fig. 6.2. The figure shows th a t there is good agreement between the
TRNSYS model and experimental results for Tanks 1 and 2, while Tank 3 achieved
significantly lower exergy values due to the lower charge it received.
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discharge configuration w ith 60 L draws.
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6 .3 .2

V ariable In p u t P ow er C harge and V ariable V olu m e
D isch arge T ests

As an indication of system performance, the specific exergy of the system was com
pared for the variable input power charge and variable volume discharge tests. The
values of specific exergy at the end of the testing period for both experimental and
simulation results are given in Table 6.4.
T a b le 6.4: Specific exergy values at the end of the
testing period for variable input power charge and
variable volume discharge tests.
Test

Configuration

Specific Exergy, Ezstored (kJ/kg)
Experim ental

Simulation

7

Series Series

39.4

30.2

8

Parallel Parallel

20.9

33.7

9

Series Parallel

25.9

30.5

The specific exergy values are plotted in Fig. 6.3 for the parallel charge and dis
charge configuration (Test 8 ), with the results of Tests 7 and 9 given in Appendix E.
Contrary to the results of the delivered energy analysis and the exergy analysis for
constant tem perature charging and constant volume discharging, the parallel charge
and parallel discharge configuration resulted in the lowest amount of stored exergy
experimentally. The TRNSYS model, however, predicted that the parallel configu
ration would store the highest amount of exergy. From Fig. 6.3, it is apparent th a t
la n k 3 was charged to a lesser extent than Tanks 1 and 2, since the first two tanks
had similar exergy levels compared to the simulation results. In addition, the simu
lation model overpredicted the tem peratures and exergy levels at Hour 13, when the
charge loop would have fallen below the average tank tem peratures, thereby extract
ing energy from the tanks through reverse thermosyphoning. This resulted in higher
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F ig u re 6.3: Specific exergy comparison of experimental and sim ulation results for
Test 8 , parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration w ith variable input
power charge profile and variable volume draws.
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F ig u r e 6.4: Specific exergy comparison of experim ental results for the three test
configurations with variable input power charge profile and variable volume draws.
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predicted tank tem peratures in the simulation results, which carried over to Day

2

.

Finally, since the modelled tank tem peratures were higher at the sta rt of Day 2, the
additional energy input caused further tem perature discrepancies.
The series charge and series discharge test (Test 7) also strongly deviated from
the simulation results, where the experimental amount of stored exergy was greater
than predicted.

By comparing the tem perature profiles in Fig 5.8, the TRNSYS

model underpredicted the bottom tank tem peratures at the end of Day 1, resulting
in a lower amount of stored exergy. This can be attributed to TRNSYS incorrectly
modelling the mixing th a t occurred at the bottom of Tanks 1 and 2 during draws.
Finally, a comparison of the experimental specific exergy values for the three test
configurations is shown in Fig. 6.4. Comparing all three configurations, it is evident
th a t the series charge and series discharge configuration (shown in blue) had the best
performance in terms of stored exergy. In terms of exergy, this indicates th a t the
series charge and series discharge configuration had the m ost useful energy stored in
Tank 1 at the end of the test period, which was mainly due to the high tem peratures of
stored water inside the tank. However, when considering the entire test period, Test 7
delivered the least amount of energy out of all three configurations. While exergy is
a good indication of the stratification within a system, as well as an indication of the
usefulness of the stored energy, it is not a sufficient param eter to compare system
performance alone.

6.4

A nnual Perform ance Sim ulation o f a S D H W
System

In the previous sections, the performance of three m ulti-tank configurations were
compared based on experimental and simulation results for delivered energy and
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stored exergy. In a final analysis, the numerical model used in the variable input power
charge and variable volume discharge test was adapted to include additional TRNSYS
components to facilitate annual performance testing. A screenshot from the TRNSYS
Simulation Studio for the parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration is given
in Appendix G, with the corresponding deck hie given in Appendix H.
Solar input was simulated through the use of a flat-plate solar collector with
2nd-order incidence angle modifiers (Type lb) and a weather d ata reader (Type 156

). The weather hie was selected from the expanded TRNSYS weather database,

and consisted of a Meteonorm d ata hie (TMY2 format) for Ottawa, Ontario, which
provided weather data to the solar collector. In addition, the mains water tem perature
was calculated from the weather hie based on the algorithm developed by Christensen
and Burch at the US National Renewable Energy Laboratory, which consists of a
sinusoidal approximation as a function of the ambient tem perature [51],
A differential tem perature controller (Type 2b), single speed pum p (Type 3b),
and pipe duct to and from the collector (Type 31), were used to complete the col
lector loop. The differential controller operated by turning on the pum p when the
tem perature difference between the
Finally, a custom flow mixer was used to place an upper limit of 55 °C on the
delivery water tem perature. If the delivery water tem perature from the tanks was
below 55 °C\ the maximum hot water flow rate of 11.4 L/m in was drawn from the
tanks, however, if the delivery tem perature was above the set-point tem perature, a
lower hot water flow rate would be drawn from the tanks and mixed with mains
water to achieve the desired set-point. Specifications for the added components are
provided in Table 6.5.
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Table 6.5: Annual Performance Simulation Test Param eters.
Param eter

V alue

Collector Area

17.148 m 2

Collector Slope

45°

Azimuth
Intercept Efficiency, F fl(ro )n
Efficiency Slope. F r Ur

°

0

0.650
15.9912

lst-O rder Incidence Angle Modifier, bo

0 .2 0 2

2nd-Order Incidence Angle Modifier, bt

0

Maximum Pum p Power

111.5 k J /h

Collector and pump param eters were selected from a similar study conducted
by Cruickshank [3], where F r represents the collector heat removal factor, ( r a ) n
represents the product of the cover transm ittance and the absorber absorptance at
normal incidence, and Ui represents the heat transfer resistance from the absorber
plate to the ambient air [2]. Combined, these values define an efficiency curve for
a solar collector, where the product F /?(ra)n gives the intercept efficiency (i.e., the
y-intercept of an efficiency versus tem perature difference plot) and F r IJr gives the
slope of the efficiency curve. The useful solar energy gain from the collector. Q u, can
then be expressed according to Eq. (6.5) [2],

Q a = A [GTK TnFR( r a ) n - FRUL{Tm - Tamb)]

(6.5)

where A is the gross collector area in in2, G t is the incident solar radiation on the
collector surface in k J /h in2, K Tn is the incidence angle modifier for beam radia
tion, Tm is the inlet fluid tem perature to the collector and Tarnb is the ambient air
tem perature. The incidence angle modifier is calculated according to Eq. (6 .6 ) [2],

where the lst-order coefficient of the incidence angle modifier equation,

60,

corrects

for the angle 9 at which solar radiation makes with the surface relative to the normal
direction. This is necessary as the performance of the collector is measured perpen
dicular (i.e., normal) to the collector plane.
The collection efficiency,
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can then be defined by Eq. (6.7) [2].

(6.7)

The three m ulti-tank configurations were evaluated in terms of

6

parameters:

useful solar energy gained by the collector (Q u), solar energy delivered to the heating
load (Qdei), thermal storage losses (Qiosses), parasitic energy (i.e., pum p consumption,
Qpar), solar fraction (Fs), and collection efficiency (ij). The solar fraction represents
the percentage of the heating load supplied by solar energy, and is defined in Eq. (6 .8 ),

where Q,cf. represents the energy required of a reference system to meet the heating
load with
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supply of solar energy (i.e., auxiliary energy heats the mains water to

the delivery set-point tem perature). This is calculated according to Eq. (6.9),

^ d e l^ p w ( T set

T m a in s ) d t

(6.9)

where the set-point tem perature for the reference system, Tset, was selected to be
55 °C. Furthermore, the delivered energy for a solar thermal system can be related
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to the reference system (without solar) according to Eq. (6.10).

Q del

"h Q & u x

— Q tef

(6.10)

The three m ulti-tank configurations were compared against a stratified single tank
model and a fully-mixed single tank model. Both single tank configurations consisted
of a single Type 60 tank component with a height of 1.35 m and a volume of 810 L
(instead of the typical 270 L volume per tank used in the m ulti-tank models), and a
single natural convection heat exchanger. The stratified single tank model consisted
of 33 nodes with identical node positions as the m ulti-tank configurations, while the
fully-mixed single tank model consisted of only one node.
To ensure th at the same am ount of energy was transferred across the single heat
exchanger as in the multi-tank system with three heat exchangers, the “a ” coefficient
in the natural convection flow rate calculation, Eq. (3.10), was increased until the
delivered energy (i.e., solar fraction) of the single tank configuration was equivalent
to the parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration with zero heat loss. Defining
zero heat loss was necessary when equating the solar fraction of both models, as the
parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration would experience more heat loss
due to the larger surface area. The results of this study are summarized in Table 6.6.
Based on the results of the annual simulation, the parallel charge and parallel
discharge configuration had the highest solar fraction and system efficiency of the
m ulti-tank configurations. This is consistent with the results of the delivered energy
analysis presented for the variable input power charge and variable volume discharge
tests. The single stratified tank configuration had the highest solar fraction and sys
tem efficiency of the annual simulation results, since the model operated in a similar
manner to the parallel charge and parallel discharge, but had less surface area and
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T ab le 6.6: Annual performance simulation results.
Series

Parallel

Series

Stratified

Fully-Mixed

Series

Parallel

Parallel

Single Tank

Single Tank

Qrd (GJ)

59.66

59.66

59.66

59.66

59.66

Qu (GJ)

37.74

39.84

39.44

39.51

30.29

Qdel (GJ)

35.08

37.95

33.89

38.29

27.82

Q losses (GJ)

1.269

1.902

0.8381

1.253

2.567

Qpar (GJ)

0.4495

0.3679

0.4055

0.3731

0.2851

Fs

58.81

63.61

56.81

64.18

46.63

V

37.90

40.01

39.61

39.68

30.42

Param eter

less heat loss. Compared to the fully-mixed single tank model, the single stratified
tank model dem onstrated a significant increase in performance. In term s of storage
losses, the results indicated th a t the series charge and parallel discharge configuration
had the least amount of net losses, since the configuration had comparable storage
losses to the single stratified tank configuration in the summer months, but signif
icantly more thermal gains during the winter months. Finally, the parasitic energy
consumption by the pumps was found to be lowest in the parallel charge and parallel
discharge configuration. A monthly comparison of the delivered energy for each of
the configurations is presented in Fig. 6.5.
Comparing the delivered energy on a monthly basis, it is evident th a t all of the
m ulti-tank configurations are fairly similar in performance. Delivered energy was
highest during the summer months due to the larger solar gains at th a t time of
year, while the winter months experienced a significant reduction in delivered energy.
The stratified single tank closely resembled the parallel charge and parallel discharge
configuration, where the additional heat loss by the multi-tank system accounted for
only a small loss in delivered energy (i.e., performance) each month. Furthermore.
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F igure 6.5: Monthly solar energy delivered to load by each of the three m ulti-tank
configurations compared to a single tank configurations.
the parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration perform ed slightly b e tte r in
the winter months compared to the single stratified tank, as a result of the additional
heat gain from the surroundings caused by the larger surface area of the three tanks.
Finally, the series charge and series discharge configuration, and the series charge
and parallel discharge configuration had the lowest delivered energy each month, and
therefore, had the lowest performance.
In the following chapter, some concluding remarks will be presented, followed by
some recommendations for future work.

C hapter 7

C onclusions and R ecom m en d ation s for
Future W ork

7.1

C onclusions

An experimental and numerical study was conducted on a m ulti-tank therm al en
ergy storage (TES) for solar hot water heating applications. The setup was previ
ously built, instrumented, and commissioned at the Queen’s Solar Calorimetry Lab in
Kingston, Ontario, and consisted of three commercially available 270 L domestic hot
water tanks and three side-arm, natural convection heat exchangers (NCHE). The
tanks were connected in both scries and parallel charging and discharging configura
tions, and the system configurations were evaluated under: (i) constant tem perature
charging and constant volume discharging, and (ii) variable input power charging and
variable volume discharging.
The first study consisted of six experimental tests of 8 hours in duration, with
two 3 kW electric heaters supplying a constant charge tem perature of 55 °C at a flow
rate of 3 L/inin. Five equal volume draws of 60 L and 135 L were conducted at a
flow rate of 11.4 L/m in and were initiated at the beginning of each hour after the
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fourth hour inclusive (i.e., draws occurred at the start of Hours 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8). The
second study consisted of three experimental tests of 48 hours in duration, with a
simulated solar input charge profile based on a sinusoidal function with a maximum
output power of 6 kW. The daily charge cycle occurred for 10 hours each day, with
14 hours between charge cycles to observe standby losses. Realistic draw profiles were
used according to a modified draw schedule based on the CSA-F379.1-88 Standard
for Solar Domestic Hot W ater Systems.
Numerical modelling was conducted using the TRNSYS simulation environment,
and the model was found to be in good agreement with the experimental results. The
error in experimental and simulation results for the 9 tests varied between ±4.46 °C
and ±8.24 °C assuming a 95% confidence level.

Discrepancies between d ata were

found mainly in the regions of high tem perature gradients as a result of the lim itations
in the modelling components and assumptions.
The three test configurations which were studied include: (i) series charge and
series discharge, (ii) parallel charge and parallel discharge, and (iii) series charge and
parallel discharge. To quantify the performance of these configurations, delivered
energy values and stored exergy values were compared, and annual simulations were
conducted for Ottawa, Ontario.
The experimentally obtained delivered energy values were found to be within
9.7% and 23.1% of the simulation values for constant tem perature charging and con
stant volume discharging, while the variable input power charge and variable volume
discharge tests resulted in delivered energy values between 6.8% and 10.1% of the
simulation values. For both test conditions, the parallel charge and parallel discharge
configuration delivered more energy during discharge th an the other two configura
tions.
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Comparing stored exergy levels, the parallel charge and parallel discharge con
figuration had a larger amount of stored exergy at the end of the test period for
the constant tem perature charge and constant volume discharge tests than the other
configurations. Experimental and modelled exergy levels varied between 4.5% and
16.1%, due to the discrepancies in modelling the tank tem perature profiles. For the
variable input power charge and variable volume discharge tests, the series charge
and series discharge configuration had the highest experimental stored exergy level,
primarily due to the high tem peratures reached in the first tank.
Finally, the results of the annual performance simulation study dem onstrated
th a t the parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration behaved similarly to the
single tank configuration, and achieved the highest solar fraction and system efficiency
compared to the other m ulti-tank configurations.
In conclusion, the results indicated th a t both experimentally and numerically, the
parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration achieved the best overall perfor
mance.

7.2

R ecom m en d ation s for Future W ork

The focus of this study was in performing charge and discharge tests under a variety
of operating conditions for a m ulti-tank thermal energy storage system. Several pa
rameters were kept constant throughout this study, including charge flow rate, charge
profile, discharge flow rate, and draw profiles, and these areas would benefit from
further study.
In a realistic system, a flow mixer would be used to adjust the flow rate of hot water
being drawn from the storage system in instances where the delivery tem perature
exceeded the set-point tem perature. In this regard, less hot water would be drawn
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from the system. This was implemented in the annual simulation model, however,
this could he incorporated into the experimental apparatus.
Another study could explore longer test times, with different draw profiles based
on the reviewed literature. In addition, multiple draw profiles could be considered for
weekday and weekend consumption, as well as taking into account seasonal variations
to compare the system performance under winter and summer loads.
One of the challenges during experimental testing was diverting the charge flow
around the heat exchangers during draws, as to avoid preheating of the inlet water
flow prior to entering the bottom of the tanks. The electric heaters were also manually
shut off to avoid overheating of the charge loop for the case of variable input power.
For a residential installation, this wouldn’t be practical, so it would be beneficial
to repeat the experimental tests without diverting the charge flow and shutting off
the heaters. The increase in tem perature of the water entering the bottom of the
tanks, coupled with the associated buoyancy forces, may induce mixing and plume
entraim nent at high discharge velocities.
Some of the shortfalls of the numerical model were the inability to model the
charging of the inlet water flow to the tanks during draws. To account for this, the
heat exchanger model would need to be modified to accept an additional flow input.
In addition, the heat exchanger model was also unable to correctly model the reverse
thermosyphon flow in the heat exchangers during periods of falling collector loop
tem peratures. Currently, the model treats the pressure drop and the heat transfer
rate as being zero across the heat exchanger as the pressure drop becomes negative and
the thermosyphon flow reverses in direction. This could be improved by characterizing
the performance of the heat exchanger for negative pressure drops by developing new
empirical correlations.
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A final improvement to the numerical model would be to explore alternate tank
models, such as Type 534. The Type 60 TRNSYS component which was used to
model the tanks in this study produced considerable discrepancies in regions of high
tem perature gradients, and the results may be improved by using a larger number of
nodes.
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A p p en d ix A

P rev io u s W ork on Solar C om b isystem s

Solar heating systems are widely used in several European countries for domestic hot
water heating, and in the past decade, an increasing number of solar combined space
and hot water heating systems (typically referred to as “combisystems” ) have begun
to take precedence. In Canada, however, the m ajority of all residential solar therm al
installations are for heating domestic hot water.
To date, various combisystem configurations have been investigated under the
auspices of the International Energy Agency, Task 26 and Task 32. W ithin these tasks,
various system configurations were modelled and test procedures developed to allow
standard performance evaluations to be conducted. This work, although extensive,
has limited application within the North American context. At present, little research
has been conducted on the applicability of these systems for residential housing. In
particular, due to C anada’s more severe winters, larger solar collector arrays would be
required to significantly contribute to the space heating load. This has drawbacks, as
much of the solar capacity would not be utilized during the summer, leading to poor
economic performance and possible overheating th a t could accelerate degradation or
scald occupants. Therefore, there is a need to optimize the configuration of solar
combisystems to avoid over-sizing while maximizing the utilization of solar energy in
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a safe and economic manner.
The focus of this study was to review the current literature on solar combined
space and domestic hot water heating systems, with a particular emphasis on the
work which has been conducted by the International Energy Agency. In addition,
a review' of combined space and domestic hot water systems currently installed in
Canada are also discussed.
In contrast to a traditional SDHW system, additional solar energy is required
when using a solar combisystem to meet the demand imposed by space heating loads.
The space heating demand is influenced by several factors, including building size,
conduction/convection losses through the building envelope, ventilation, infiltrations,
internal thermal gains from occupants, equipments, and lighting, passive solar gains
through windows, the presence of thermal mass, and user behavior [52],
In order to meet this increase in energy demand, the collector area is typically
increased. In climates where space heating loads account for a smaller fraction of
the total heating loads, i.e., where domestic hot water (DHW) production dominates
space heating, the increase in collector array size has minimal drawbacks during the
w'ariner seasons. In cold climates, however, the space heating load has a significantly
large seasonal variation compared to the DHW load. The larger collector area would
prove beneficial to offset these loads; however, such a design would lead to massive
overheating during the summer months when space heating is not required. A signifi
cant factor th at influences the performance of a solar combisystem is varying weather
conditions. Andersen and Furbo [53] reported th a t solar combisystems with high
efficiency solar collectors are more influenced by weather variations from one year
to another than systems with lowr efficiency solar collectors. Additionally, evacuated
tube solar collectors utilize large parts of diffuse radiation relatively b etter than flat
plate collectors.
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Apart from seasonal variations, space heating demands are relatively continuous
throughout the day, while DHW draw profiles can have short, unpredictable peaks of
consumption, largely dependent on the user and varying between 15 and 120 L per
day per person at a tem perature of 45 °C [52],
In order to accommodate the additional heating loads as well as minimize mixing
inside the tank, an auxiliary volume is occasionally used so th at each tank supplies
water for a dedicated purpose. Lundh et al. [54] investigated both the geometry and
dimensioning of thermal storages, as well as internal and external auxiliary volume
configurations for medium-sized solar combisystems and large storage volumes. This
work was conducted using the TRNSYS simulation software (a modelling tool de
signed to simulate the transient performance of therm al energy systems [40]). The
authors concluded th at an internal volume yields higher fractional energy savings
(this concept is explained later) for almost any volume and geometry configuration
of the internal storage tank compared to external auxiliary volumes [54],

A .l

Solar C om bisystem s

In Canada, little research has been conducted on the applicability of combisystems
for residential housing. In particular, due to C anada’s more severe winters, one of the
major challenges limiting the growth of the combisystem market lies in the difficulty
of optimizing the system such th at space heating loads could be met during the winter
months, while simultaneously preventing significant overheating during the summer
months.

Hooper [55] investigated the feasibility of designing such a solar system

for a Canadian residence, addressing the challenge of providing all necessary heating
(including space heating) at all times during the year without requiring auxiliary heat
sources.
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One of the primary drawbacks of using a larger collector array to meet the space
heating loads is th at much of the solar capacity would be wasted during the summer,
leading to poor economic performance and possible overheating th a t could accelerate
system degradation or scald occupants. As a result, there is a need to optimize the
configuration of these systems (in particular, the therm al energy storage) to avoid
over-sizing while maximizing the utilization of solar energy in a safe and economic
manner.
The optimum design of a therm al energy storage (TES) for a combisystem depends
011

many factors, including the temporal distribution, magnitude and tem perature of

the solar energy supply and therm al loads. The variation of the load throughout the
day and season, the required charge and discharge rates, and the spatial limitations
related to the installation and placement of the storage, must also be considered [52].
Moreover, the sizing and orientation of the solar array and overall system controls
are also im portant considerations.

A . 1.1

T h e In tern a tio n a l E n ergy A g en cy

Various combisystem configurations have previously been investigated under the aus
pices of the International Energy Agency (IEA) Solar Heating and Cooling (SHC)
programme. The IEA was established in 1974 as an autonomous agency within the
framework of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
to carry out a comprehensive programme of energy co-operation among its 25 mem
ber countries and the Commission of the European Communities. Subsequently, the
SHC programme was established in 1977 with the purpose of advancing active solar,
passive solar and photovoltaic technologies and their application in buildings.
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A . 1.2

IE A -S H C Task 26

From December 1998 to December 2002, 35 experts from Europe and the USA collab
orated on a project under the IEA-SHC Task 26 Solar Combisystems [56]. The focus
of Task 26 was to review, analyze, test, compare, and optimize designs for combisys
tems which were available at the tim e for detached single-family and multi-family
houses. Additionally, the development of a standardized test procedure for rating
solar combisystems would lead to greater confidence in this technology by the end
user.
W ithin Task 26, three subtasks were defined:
- Su btask A System Survey and Dissemination of Task Results;
- Su btask B Development of Performance Test M ethods and Numerical Models
for Combisystems and Their Components; and
- Su btask C Optimization of Combisystems for the Market.

The results of Task 26 are summarized in the book entitled “Solar Heating Systems
for Houses

A Design Handbook for Solar Combisystems” [52]. The book covers

21 solar combisystem configurations, each classified under two categories. The first
category involves the method used for storing the heat produced by the solar collectors
for space heating. The design can consist of either a distributed storage system using
multiple tanks and stratifiers, or a lack of controlled storage device for space heating
(e.g.. a flooring system which combines the functions of heat delivery and storage). In
addition, the storage tank can utilize natural convection w ith either built-in stratifiers
or without stratifiers. The second category involves the management philosophy for
heat produced by the auxiliary heater. The space heating loop can have a combined
TES: charged by either the solar collectors, auxiliary heater or both (referred to as
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Mixed mode): fed alternatively by the auxiliary heater or by the solar collector(s)
(Parallel mode), or fed by the auxiliary heater or both solar collector and auxiliary
heater connected in series on the return line of the space heating loop (Serial mode). In
addition, the combisystem may feature a drainback design (i.e., where the circulating
fluid drains out of the collector when not in use), an integrated heater inside the TES,
and/or an auxiliary energy source.

T h e Fractional Solar C on su m p tion M eth o d
The various combisystem designs considered in Task 26 were compared through an
nual system simulations performed using the simulation tool TRNSYS. A set of ref
erence conditions, involving energy demands, energy sources, param eter settings, and
standard components, were documented [52].
One of the outcomes of Task 26 is a means of characterizing the performance of
solar combisystems according to the Fractional Solar Consumption (FSC) Method
[52,57]. This performance param eter is considered as the maximum theoretical frac
tional energy savings th a t could be reached if the solar combisystem had no losses.
It is a dimensionless quantity, suitable for comparing systems in terms of climate,
collector size, collector orientation, tilt angles, and building space and water heating
loads. The objective is to compare the actual fractional energy savings of the system
with the theoretical FSC. The fractional energy savings are defined as the saved aux
iliary energy consumption compared to the energy consumption of a reference system
without solar. W ithin Task 26, the reference systems vary depending on the com
bisystem considered. In general, the reference system has no solar collector, but has
the same auxiliary energy source, the same heat distribution lines and heat emission
devices, and a comparable DHW production unit as well as a similar controller. The
fractional energy saving can include only therm al energy, or additionally, can include
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parasitic energy introduced through the use of pumps, controllers, etc., a n d /o r can
include penalties for periods when the solar combisystem does not meet the defined
comfort requirements [52].
To determine the FSC, the usable solar energy is divided by the yearly refer
ence consumption. The usable solar energy is dependent on the solar collector area,
monthly solar irradiation in the collector plane, and monthly reference consumption.
The yearly reference consumption is the summation of all monthly reference consump
tions. Finally, the monthly reference consumption is the monthly energy consumption
without a solar combisystem. defined by the sum of the space and domestic hot water
heating loads plus the losses, divided by a reference boiler efficiency. Some limitations
to the use of this method include orientations only up to 45 °C from south and DHW
loads of 150-300 L/day. A validation of this method was also conducted [58].
Using this approach, it was concluded th at the best system investigated under
Task 26 in terms of thermal performance was System # 1 5 from Germany. The simu
lation conditions used were for a single family house having 60 k W h /m 2 annual space
heating demand (as defined for the reference building) and a collector area near 10 m2
for the Zurich climate. This system consists of a compact unit in which all components
(auxiliary condensing gas burner, DHW flat-plate heat exchanger with its prim ary
pump, solar loop, heat exchanger and solar hydraulic unit) are integrated. The space
heating storage tank has two stratifiers with an external load-side heat exchanger for
domestic hot water.

D im en sion in g G uidelines
When considering the optimization of each of the aforementioned combisystem de
signs, it is favorable to minimize costs and space requirements.

This is achieved

through the integration of multiple components within the system. Trends show th a t
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for most systems, space requirements increase as collector area increases. However,
highly integrated systems (e.g.. systems using a heating floor as a heat sink, highly
integrated systems with the boiler and store in a single unit) were exceptions to this
trend and are very space efficient [52].
In addition to the space requirements by the system components, the collector
area needed for solar combisystems is significantly larger than for SDHW systems
and this factor requires consideration. The usual range of collector areas of a solar
combisystem is 10-30 m2 for a single family house, but can go up to several hundred
square metres for multi-family houses [52]. Such large designs pose challenges in
building integration, as some systems may not be aesthetically appealing. Task 26
discusses several methods for roof integration such as on-roof assembly, collectors
as roof cover modules, collector modules with framing, and collectors as factorybuilt units. In addition, faade integration leads to a more balanced collector yield
throughout the year.
It is shown th at the highest solar fraction (the fraction of energy provided by
solar technology) for systems located in the Northern Hemisphere is achieved with
southward orientation (slightly westwards), having an optimum tilt angle of about
55° [52]. Nevertheless, the decrease in performance between tilt angles from 30° to
75 ° and an orientation varying within 30 ° from south is very small (less than a 10%
reduction in energy savings for a central European climate). Additionally, a solar
collector mounted vertically (i.e., fagade integration) on a south-facing wall has only
20%: less fractional savings than an optimally mounted collector, and has much higher
fractional savings than a horizontally mounted collector.
Lund [59] investigated the sizing of collector area in solar combisystems with
short-term heat storage. He concluded th a t increasing the collector area in a solar
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combisystem to achieve higher solar fractions could be justified economically in aver
age or older buildings in northern and central Europe, bu t not in low energy of very
energy efficient buildings.
Regarding the sizing of TES, it was found from Task 26 that solar combisystems
with relatively small collector areas can have a decrease in the fractional energy
savings if the storage is too large, as a result of increased heat losses [52], An accepted
rule of thumb for TES is 50-100 L of storage volume for every square m etre of flat-plate
collector area.
Lastly, the savings achieved by a solar combisystem due to the auxiliary heater
are dependent on three parameters: the boiler efficiency, the tem perature set-point
for the auxiliary heated part of the TES (high set-points result in high losses to the
surroundings, while low set-points may not achieve the desired therm al comfort), and
the volume heated by the auxiliary heater. Design Tools for Combisystems
W ithin the framework of Task 26, several tools were created to aid in the design
of solar combisystems. Developed in 1975, the f-chart method provides a means to
estim ate the fraction of the total heating load th a t would be supplied by solar energy
for a given system [2]. This tool, while applicable to solar combisystems, does not
take into account the dynamic nature of the system.
The Task 26 nomogram allows for the sizing or comparison of various system
designs within the Task 26 framework. The nomogram is used by first selecting a
system (as described in Task 26), a climate, collector area, and reference consumption
for consideration. While this m ethod provides a quick estim ate of the fractional energy
savings, it is limited to the systems and climates considered within the Task.
In addition to the nomogram tool, the program “CombiSun” [60] was developed
based on the FSC method. The program is applicable for various climates, and can
accommodate new system designs which differ from those evaluated with Task 26.
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As well. CombiSun can use results from TRNSYS to calculate the FSC values for
a range of collector areas [52], Unfortunately, the limitations of CombiSun are the
same as those of the FSC method.

A . 1.3

A lten er P ro jec t

From April 2001 to March 2003, as a follow-up to Task 26, the ALTENER Project
•‘Solar Combisystems” , documented and theoretically evaluated more than 200 solar
combisystem designs installed in 7 European countries. In addition, 39 combisystems
were also monitored in detail. The objective of the project was to dem onstrate efficient
combisystem designs. One of the outcomes of the project is a report entitled “Con
ditions and Problems to be Aware of When Integrating Solar Combisystems” [61].
This particular report summarizes the various challenges encountered in selecting
and installing these systems. Some of the challenges relate to system components
and designs (such as collector placement and overheating in the collector loop), while
other aspects include the interaction of the solar heating system with the building
and existing space heating system, and erroneous an d /o r insufficient installation or
maintenance.

A .1.4

IE A -S H C Task 32

From July 2003 to December 2007, IEA-SHC Task 32 (Advanced Storage Concepts
for Solar Thermal Systems in Low-Energy Buildings) addressed the integration of
solar combisystems into high solar fraction, low-energy houses [62].
As a result of Task 32, several reports pertaining to solar combisystems were
produced within Subtask A. Report A1 entitled “The Extended FSC (FSC) Procedure
for Large Storage Capacity” , improved the original FSC method developed during
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Task 26. so th a t it is now applicable to larger storage capacities [63]. The changes now
consider a heat storage capacity term which is dependent on the storage m aterial used
as well as a storage size correction factor. Report A1 shows that the new correction
factors more accurately predict the behavior of the fractional energy savings for solar
combisystems compared to the original method.
Report A2 entitled “The Reference Heating System, the Template Solar System of
Task 32" [64] defines reference conditions for the simulation of solar combisystems for
various European climates and building loads. The reference conditions are based on
a further development of those used in Task 26, and are intended to establish a basis
for comparing new system designs using TRNSYS simulation within the framework
of Task 32.
Report A3 entitled “Performances of Solar Combisystems with Advanced Stor
age Concepts” [65] presents the system designs and results using the Extended FSC
method for storage solutions based on water storage, phase change m aterial storage,
and sorption storage. Only water storage will be discussed here.
Four different solar combisystem configurations were investigated using water as
the storage medium. The first system, The Template Solar System, is the reference
system described in Report A2 of Task 32; it provides a basis for comparing the other
system designs. Regarding the reference system, energy from the collector loop is
transferred to the storage tank via a counter-flow heat exchanger and a stratification
inlet pipe. A second external exchanger is used to transfer heat from the storage tank
to the DHW. and the storage tank has a direct flow outlet to and return inlet from
the space heating loop. An auxiliary gas boiler is also available in a separate loop
with the storage tank.
The second system consists of two configurations which were investigated at the
Technical University of Denmark. Both systems use an external heat exchanger for
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the DHW as in the Template system. The first configuration consists of an immersed
heat exchanger for the collector loop, and treats space heating in the same way as the
Template system. The second configuration consists of an external heat exchanger
and a stratification inlet pipe for the collector loop, and a return inlet stratifier for
the space heating loop.
The third solar combisystem, the HEIG-VD system, utilizes a drainback design in
the collector loop and connects directly to the central storage tank with no statifiers.
Domestic hot water is heated using an external flat-plate heat exchanger similar to
the Template system, but can be heated as well by an auxiliary gas burner which can
alternate between heating the DHW loop and space heating loop.
Lastly, the SPF system represents a hypothetical system. It also features a drainback design, stratifiers, and includes an auxiliary heating loop connected directly to
the tank. The operation of the auxiliary heating loop is controlled independently
by two tem perature sensors. The space heating loop employs a Direct Feed Flow
Controlled strategy, which regulates the flow rate delivered to the space heating sys
tem as opposed to varying the supply tem perature. This approach has been found
to significantly enhance system performance. Domestic hot water is heated using an
external heat exchanger as well.
Report A4 entitled “Method and Comparison of Advanced Storage Concepts" [66]
compares the performance of the previously listed Combisystems. The results suggest
that drainback systems outperform the other systems. Additionally, stratifiers in the
TES typically improve the therm al performance, with the exception th a t only limited
improvement in thermal performance is achieved if the return tem perature of the space
heating loop is at a low level. Lastly, the results indicate that a high ratio of storage
size to collector area improves therm al performance, particularly if the collector area
is large compared to the heating load - a larger TES could store more energy for use
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during periods when solar energy is unavailable.
Through comparison of the Extended FSC and fractional energy saving curves,
it was shown that the SPF and HEIG-VD systems perform much b etter due to the
drainback design. Comparing these two designs, the HEIG-VD system uses less par
asitic electricity for operating pumps and valves and thus has the best performance.

A . 1.5

C anadian C o m b isy stem s

Although the number of combisystems currently installed in Canada are limited, they
have gained much interest in the last few years. This is due in part to the Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporations (CMHC) EQuilibrium Housing Dem onstration
Initiative launched in 2006, as well as the contributions from the Solar Buildings
Research Network (SBRN). The EQuilibrium initiative is intended to promote the
development of Net-Zero Energy houses for the Canadian market by both public and
private sectors. A Net-Zero Energy house is defined as a house th at produces as much
energy as it consumes on an annual basis. Furthermore, th e SBRN, funded under the
N atural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canadas (NSERC) Strategic
Network Grants program, has performed research and dem onstration projects on
technologically advanced optimized solar buildings and their energy systems [67].
This included the experimental and numerical evaluation of novel therm al storage
concepts and the analysis of solar storage systems.
In a recent paper by Charron and Athienitis [68], strategies are discussed for
designing a passive net-zero house for the Canadian climate. The authors suggest
th at solar combisystems be used in conjunction with auxiliary heating to meet the
heating needs during the winter months. Additionally, to avoid overheating during
summer months, they suggest using a fagade integration approach for the collectors.
This solution is more beneficial compared to roof systems as summer peak generation
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is reduced and overall winter heat losses from walls covered with collectors are lowrer.
This result has been confirmed both by simulations and by the monitoring of test
facades [52].
Furthermore, Gusdorf et al. [69] evaluated the design and performance of three
projects that were part of the EQuilibrium initiative - two of which have solar com
bisystems discussed in the next paragraphs. Energy use was modelled using the build
ing energy simulation program HOT2000 [70], and renewable energy production from
photovoltaic (PV) and SDHW systems were modelled using RETScreen [71]. Of the
15 houses involved in the EQuilibrium program, 10 had installed solar combisystems.
The first house equipped with a combisystem discussed by Gusdorf et al. was
named the Avalon Discovery III, located in Red Deer, Alberta, Canada. The com
bisystem included 15.3 m2 of flat-plate panels mounted vertically on south-facing
walls, and 908 L of water storage in two insulated tanks. The system was predicted
to produce 3420 kW h/yr, or 29% of the combined space heat and DHW energy con
sumption [69]. From July 2009 to April 2010, the measured energy production from
the solar combisystem accounted for 24% of the to tal space heat and DHW consump
tion.
The second house was named the Riverdale NetZero Project, a semi-detached
duplex, located in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. The house featured a combisystem
for each unit, having a collector area of 22 m2 and water storage tanks of 300 L
for DHW and 17,000 L for space heating. The predicted annual energy production
accounted for 59% of the combined space heat and DHW energy consumption. Due
to the complexity of the system, d ata was only available beginning January 2010.
From March to April 2010, the monitored data showed th a t 70% of the total space
heat and DHW load was provided by the combisystem, while the remaining 30% was
supplied by an electric heater.
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In re-evaluating the designs of both houses, the Avalon Design Team concluded
th at a smaller solar thermal collection and storage system is preferred to their over
sized system due to the additional expenses incurred by equipment costs, labor, sys
tem complexity and space requirements. The Riverdale Team concluded th at large,
complex combisystems are not practical. Builders have since eliminated these systems
in favor of large PV systems in subsequent Net-Zero projects.
While these combisystem designs may not meet all of the heating loads for the
Canadian climate, the possibility of long-term storage presents a feasible option in
achieving high solar fractions. In a paper by Hugo et al. [72], the authors demon
strated using the TRNSYS simulation software th a t solar energy alone could cover
the entire heating and domestic hot water loads of a one-storey detached house in
Montreal, Canada.

C om b isystem in O ttaw a, C anada
Located close to Carleton University, a multi-family housing project with seven units
and a common area underwent a retrofit in January 2005 [73]. A total of 160 evacuated
tube collectors (having a total absorptive surface area of 16 m2) were mounted to the
roof at a tilt angle of 60 °. The combisystem includes a collector loop which circulates
a glycol solution to a heat exchanger located inside a 450 L storage tank. As this
tank is heated, a pump circulates the hot water to a second tank, which in turn feeds
a central gas boiler. The boiler has internal concentric tanks for DHW and space
heating. This provides DHW to four of the seven units and the common area, and
space heating to three units and the common area. Furthermore, the second tank is
equipped with an internal heat exchanger such that when the tem perature of the tank
reaches the boiler set-point (70-80°C), hot water from the second tank disperses into
the space-heating loop. It is estim ated th at the solar combisystem produces 39.5 GJ
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per year, and displaces approximately 30% of annual gas consumption.
The collector array was sized to meet the heating requirements necessary through
out the winter months. Although an estim ated collector area of 12 m2 would meet the
DHW consumption over the year, the system was found to overheat in the summer
months as a result of the surplus collector material. To prevent overheating towards
the end of April and throughout the summer each year, 30 to 40% of the tubes are
manually turned so th a t the collectors are parallel to the sun’s rays at noon, thus
reducing solar gains.

A p p en d ix B

E m pirical C orrelation o f N atu ral
C on vection H eat E xchanger P erform ance
C h aracteristics

The method used in determining the performance characteristics of the natural
convection heat exchangers follows the procedure outlined by Cruickshank [3] and
Lin et al. [4], and was described in Chapter 3.
To fit the experimental d ata to an empirical correlation, the natural convection
flow rate ms, pressure drop A P. modified effectiveness ef, and modified capacitance
ratio C '. were calculated based on the tank tem peratures, heat exchanger inlet and
outlet tem peratures, and the collector loop flow rate. T he heat transfer across the
heat exchanger was given in Eq. (3.5), and from this, the natural convection flow rate
can be expressed as:
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The modified effectiveness, pressure drop, and modified capacitance ratio were
calculated using Eqs. (3.8),(3.9), and (3.11). respectively, for constant tem perature
charge tests. The results of these calculations were plotted in Fig. B .l, and curve
fits were applied which m atched the form of the empirical correlations presented in
Eqs. (3.10) and (3.12). Figures B .l(a) and B .l(b ) correspond to the series charge test
presented in Section 5.2.
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F ig u r e B .l : Plot of empirical correlations for charging in either series or parallel.
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Based on the results of this analysis and the agreement between the experimental
data and the empirical correlations, the coefficients used in the previous study by
Cruickshank [3] were considered applicable to the present study, where a and b were
determined to be 2.388 kg/h (0.0398 L/m in) and 0.6505, respectively, and c, d and e
were verified to be -0.3488, 1.1402, and 0, respectively.

A p p en d ix C

In stru m en ta tion C alibration and
U n certa in ty A n alysis

Uncertainty in any experimental analysis is a significant factor in determining the
accuracy of the measured data. As an example, small errors in measurements, such
as tem peratures or flow rates, can translate into large errors in calculated values.
W ithout a proper analysis of these errors and how they propagate through calcula
tions, it is difficult to assess whether the calculated values are representative of the
true values, and how much they may differ. Errors can be classified into two general
categories: systematic (or bias) errors, and random (or precision) errors [74]. Sys
tem atic errors remain constant in repeated measurements, and represent the offset
between the true value and the sample mean. In contrast, random errors represent the
distribution of the measured values about the sample mean. Calibration techniques
can help reduce the systematic error of the measured data, while random errors can
be estimated through statistical analyses. For all measurements, a confidence level
of 95% was assumed for the random errors. The uncertainty analysis was conducted
based
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the methods developed by Kline and McClintock [75] and Moffat [76]. For

a given result, R. which consists of L independent variables, a relationship can be
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expressed as:
(C .l)
where X]. .r2, ■■• , xl represent different variables, each with some measure of uncer
tainty th a t affects the result. The true mean value, R

is therefore given as the

mean value of the result, R plus an uncertainty, Ur , which is based on the individual
uncertainties of x propagated through to the result.

R 1 = R ± ur

(C.2)

The best estim ate for uu is given by the root-sum-square m ethod (RSS), where
the RSS form can be derived from the linearized approximation of the Taylor series
expansion, given by:

Finally, the uncertainty can be approximated as:
1 /2

(C.4)

C .l

D ischarge Flow R a te and D raw V olum e
U n certain ty

The experimental analysis consisted of draws at a constant flow rate of 11.4 L/m in.
In order to maintain a constant flow rate, an Armstrong balancing valve was installed
at the discharge end of the system upstream from the solenoid valve. The balancing
valve was calibrated bv diverting the discharge flow into a graduated cylinder, thereby
allowing the flow rate to be determined by measuring the time required to fill the
cylinder with 2 L of water. Tests were repeated several times for both the series and
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parallel discharge configurations to ensure that the discharge configuration did not
affect the resulting flow rate. The flow rate was calculated according to Eq. (C.5):

(C.5)

v = /
t

where V is the volume flow rate of water in L/m in, V is the measured volume of water in
L. and t is the recorded time in minutes. The uncertainty values in the measurements
of volume (?*y) and time (ut) were estimated to be ± 40 rriL and ±0.15 s, and the
error in the volume flow rate was calculated using the root-sum-square m ethod as
previously discussed. The resulting uncertainty calculation for the volume flow rate
is given by Eq. (C.6).

±
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1/2
(C.6)

The partial derivatives in Eq. (C.6) can be obtained from Eq. (C.5), resulting in
the following expression:
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1/2

-2 L
0.0025 min
0.03077 min2

(C.7)

1/2
(C.8)

Therefore, the error for the flow rate measurement was ±0.28 L/m in, or 2.5% of
the measured flow rate of 11.4 L /m in (i.e., V = 11.4 ± 0.28 L/min).
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W ith the balancing valve calibrated to m aintain a constant discharge flow rate, the
volume of delivery water was calibrated to ensure th at th e draw profiles programmed
into LabVIEW were delivering comparable volumes of water. Moreover, the delivered
energy values calculated in Chapter 6 made use of the volumes measured by LabVIEW
at each time interval. In order to measure the draw volume during discharging periods,
a positive displacement flow meter was installed along the mains line, where a voltage
pulse was produced and transm itted to the DA system for each 0.0381644 L of fluid
volume flow passing through the flow meter. LabVIEW subsequently calculated the
draw volume based on the voltage pulse count, and closed the solenoid valve once
the calculated volume reached the target volume specified by the draw schedule.
Calibration of the positive displacement flow meter was conducted by diverting the
discharge flow into pails and recording the mass of water after each test. Between
each test, the tare weight of the containers was also recorded.
Calibration tests were performed at draw volumes between 10 L and 50 L, with
20 d ata points being obtained at the lowest volume (10 L), and 5 d ata points for
each subsequent volume (Fig. C .l). Gravimetric volumes were plotted against the
calculated LabVIEW volumes, and the residuals were plotted with respect to the
LabVIEW readings to show the spread of data. To reduce the systematic error in
the draw volumes, a linear regression was applied to the d ata in Fig. C .l(a), and the
draw volumes were adjusted by a factor of 0.9879 with an offset of 2.2 L (i.e., the
LabVIEW calculated flow rates were multiplied by 0.9879, and then 2.2 L was added
to the calculated volume in order to obtain closer values to the gravimetric data).
A precision interval with a probability of 95% has been included to illustrate the
random errors associated with the discharge volume, where subsequent draws will
produce errors in volumes within this interval with 20 to 1 odds. To determine the
precision interval, the sample standard deviation was determined using the calibrated
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F ig u re C .l: LabVIEW draw volumes and gravimetric volumes before and after
calibration.
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errors in Fig. C .l(d) and Eq. (C.9), where

represents the error value at each

data point and x represents the sample mean. The precision interval was calculated
according to Eq. (C.10) using a Student’s t-distribution.

(C.9)
Xi = x ± t L .h95Sx

(95%)

(C.10)

Based on this analysis, the uncertainty associated w ith the draw volumes was
found to be ±0.31 L.

C .2

C ollector Loop Flow R a te U n certa in ty

The collector loop flow meter had undergone a similar calibration to the one presented
for draw volumes as part of the previous study [3], where the collector loop flow was
diverted into a reservoir. The collector loop flow rate measured by the flow meter
(i.e.. LabVIEW) was compared w ith the gravimetric flow rate, and a linear regression
analysis was performed to obtain a calibration factor for the flow meter. Based on
a 95% confidence level, the uncertainty corresponding to the collector loop flow rate
measurements from LabVIEW was determined to be ±0.06 L/rnin (i.e., the charge
flow rate was 3.00 ± 0.06 L/min).

C .3

T herm ocouple U n certain ty

The experimental apparatus consisted of forty-four Type T thermocouples which
recorded the tem perature profiles within the tanks, the inlet and outlet heat exchanger
tem peratures, as well as the mains and delivery water tem peratures. The m ajority
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of the tem perature sensors were fully calibrated within recent years as part of the
previous study [3], and as such, some of the previous calibration d a ta was used.
Calibration of the twelve heat exchanger thermocouples was originally conducted
using an EXTECH tem perature bath and a Guildline platinum resistance thermome
ter. The thermometer was independently calibrated to an accuracy of ±0.012 °C by
the m anufacturer [77], and was placed inside the tem perature bath with the therm o
couple leads for comparison. The tem perature sensors were calibrated for a range
of 0 to 60 °C, and the resulting uncertainty associated with the tem perature mea
surements was calculated as ± 0 .1 6 °C based on a 95% precision interval (i.e., 20 to
1 odds). The procedure for determining the uncertainty value was similar to th a t
shown for the draw volume calibration.
Additional thermocouples were added to the experimental apparatus to measure
the mains and delivery tem peratures in order to calculate the delivered energy during
draws.

Calibration of the two thermocouples was carried out following the same

procedure as the heat exchanger thermocouples for a tem perature range of 10 to
6 0 °C (Fig. C.2). A linear regression was applied to th e data in Fig. C.2(a), and
the measured LabVIEW tem peratures were then adjusted by a factor of 0.9575 with
an offset of 1.61 °C (i.e., the delivery and mains tem peratures were multiplied by
0.9575, and then 1.61 °C was added to the calculated tem peratures). A precision
interval has been included in Fig. C.2(d) to illustrate the random errors associated
with the thermocouple measurements, where subsequent tem perature measurements
may contain errors within this interval with 20 to 1 odds (i.e., a probability of 95%).
The resulting uncertainty associated with the delivery and mains tem peratures was
calculated as ±0.07 °C.
Finally, the remaining thirty thermocouples inside th e storage tanks were tested
for their repeatability by first discharging the tanks so that the stored water was
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F ig u re C .2: Delivery and rnains thermocouple measurements before and after
calibration.
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uniform at mains temperature, followed by mixing the fluid across all three tanks
with a circulating pump. D ata was recorded over one hour, resulting in 510 d ata
points with a standard deviation of ±0.13 °C. As the thermocouples were fixed to the
tem perature probe, the systematic error was not obtained through calibration with a
tem perature bath, but was estimated as ±1.0 °C based on the ASME PTC 19.3-1974
Standard for Type T thermocouples [47].

C .4

Error P ropagation in D elivered E n ergy
C alculations

Based on the uncertainty values obtained previously for th e delivery and mains tem 
peratures and the draw volume measurements, an analysis was conducted to de
termine the impact of these measurement errors on the calculated energy values,
Eq. (6.1), presented in Chapter 6. The relative uncertainty associated with the de
livered energy, uq . is therefore given by:

mams
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±

I P y. Cpw ( T lel
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mains

mams

m ains

The density and specific heat capacity values of w ater were calculated at the
average of the delivery and mains tem peratures. To approximate the uncertainty
associated with these values, the density and specific heat capacity of water was
calculated for 30 °C (which was observed to be the average of the delivery and mains
tem peratures during the m ajority of draws), and a range of ± 10 °C was used to
determine the corresponding uncertainty values. The resulting uncertainty was found
to be ±0.32% and ±0.15% to account for any deviations due to tem perature variation.
Based on these uncertainties values, the error associated with the delivered energy
was calculated a t the end of each draw. Table C .l summarizes the uncertainty values
used in the analysis for some sample values, and Table C.2 lists the corresponding
calculated energy and uncertainty in terms of MJ.

T a b le C .l: Uncertainty values used in the error propagation for delivered energy.
V

7de|

T
± mains

ur

(°C)

(°C)

(°C )

UQ
Q

(L)

(L)

Pw

uc„
Pw
CPw

1

61.77

±0.31

±0.0015

±0.0032

52.65

12.49

±0.07

±0.0067

4

135.67

±0.31

±0.0015

±0.0032

50.60

11.54

±0.07

±0.0049

7

15.57

±0.31

±0.0015

±0.0032

59.13

15.89

±0.07

±0.021

7

30.28

±0.31

±0.0015

±0.0032

52.67

12.52

±0.07

±0.011

8

45.32

±0.31

±0.0015

±0.0032

47.16

14.29

±0.07

±0.0084

8

75.50

±0.31

±0.0015

±0.0032

40.59

13.85

±0.07

±0.0065

9

90.32

±0.31

±0.0015

±0.0032

39.63

15.59

±0.07

±0.0064

9

135.33

±0.31

±0.0015

±0.0032

45.34

15.25

±0.07

±0.0054

Test

135
T a b le C .2: Delivered energy uncertainty for a range of tested draw volumes.
V

Q

(L)

(M.J)

1

61.77

10.31±0.07

4

135.67

22.04±0.11

7

15.57

2.79±0.06

7

30.28

5.50±0.06

8

45.32

6.20±0.05

8

75.50

8.41±0.05

9

90.32

9.04±0.06

9

135.33

16.94±0.09

Test

The relative uncertainty, uq / Q , was found to be in the range of 0.49% to 2.1%.
Higher errors were observed at low draw volumes as a result of the high uncertainty
value associated with the draw volumes, while tem perature variation had a more
notable impact at high draw volumes (e.g., comparing th e 135 L draw from Test 4
and Test 9, the calculated error was 0.49% and 0.54%, respectively). The estim ated
uncertainty values for the specific heat capacity and density had a minor impact on
the relative uncertainty of the energy delivered.

A p p en d ix D

Inter-T ank F luid C ircu lation in th e Series
C harge and P arallel D ischarge
C onfiguration

Tests were conducted between two tanks, where Tank 1 was initially charged to 50 °C
and the second tank was initially at mains tem perature (16 °C). The tests were in
tended to study the extreme situation of the series charge and parallel discharge con
figuration, where one tank was fully charged and the second tank was fully discharged.
No further charging or discharging of the tanks occurred, and the tem perature profiles
(Fig. D .l) were recorded over a 24-hour period.
It was observed th a t over the first 12 hours of circulation, hot water from Tank 1
began flowing into the top of the second tank along the top header, while the cool
water from the bottom of Tank 2 flowed into the bottom of the first tank along the
bottom header (where the mains water enters the heat exchangers). The circulation
between the tanks was driven by the pressure difference (shown in Fig. D.2), which
resulted in near equal tank pressures and tem peratures at the end of the testing
period.
In an effort to determine whether the circulation of fluid had a detrim ental impact
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F ig u re D .l: Temperature profiles for Tank 1 (initially at 5 0 °C) and Tank 2
(initially at 16 °C) as they equalize in tem perature and pressure.
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F ig u re D .2: Hydrostatic pressure difference between Tank 1 (initially at 50 °C)
and Tank 2 (initially at 16 °C).
on the performance of the system, an exergy analysis was conducted to quantify the
stratification of the two tanks following the procedure outlined in Section 6.3. Specific
exergy values were calculated for each thermocouple and were summed to represent
the exergy stored in the system. Comparing the exergy values between the start and
end of the 24-liour test period, the stored exergy was found to decrease by 34.4%
(from 111.9 kJ/k g to 73.4 kJ/kg).
To prevent water from circulating between tanks, check valves were installed at
the top of each tank. The second motivation behind adding check valves was due to
the limitations in the TRNSYS model which did not account for the flow between
tanks. To incorporate this flow circulation into the model, a new component based on
experimental d ata would need to be included, similar to how the natural convection
heat exchanger flow rate was correlated to the net hydrostatic pressure difference
between the tank and the heat exchanger.

A p p en d ix E

Su p p lem en tal F igures and R esu lts

The following figures were produced as part of the experimental and numerical studies
presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
F ig. E .l Experimental and simulation results for Test 1, series charge and series
discharge, 60 L draws.
F ig. E .2 Experimental and simulation results for Test 2, parallel charge and par
allel discharge, 60 L draws.
F ig. E .3 Experimental and simulation results for Test 3, series charge and parallel
discharge, 60 L draws.
F ig. E .4 Specific exergy values for the three system configurations with constant
tem perature charging and 60 L draws.
F ig. E .5 Specific exergy comparison of experimental and simulation results for
Test 7, series charge and scries discharge configuration with variable
input power charge profile and variable volume draws.
F ig. E .6 Specific exergy comparison of experimental and sim ulation results for
Test 9. series charge and parallel discharge configuration with variable
input power charge profile and variable volume draws.
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F ig u r e E .l: Experimental and simulation results for Test 1, series charge and
series discharge, 60 L draws.
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F ig u re E .2: Experimental and simulation results for Test 2, parallel charge and
parallel discharge, 60 L draws.
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F ig u re E .3: Experimental and simulation results for Test 3, series charge and
parallel discharge, 60 L draws.
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(a) Test 1 exergy values for the series charge and series discharge configuration.
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(b) Test 2 exergy values for the parallel charge and parallel discharge configuration.
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Test 3 exergy values for the series charge and parallel discharge configuration

F ig u r e E .4 : Specific exergy values for the three system configurations w ith
constant tem perature charging and 60 L draws.
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F ig u r e E .5 : Specific exergy comparison of experim ental and sim ulation results for
Test 7, series charge and series discharge configuration with variable input power
charge profile and variable volume draws.
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F ig u re E .6: Specific exergy comparison of experim ental and sim ulation results for
Test 9, series charge and parallel discharge configuration with variable input power
charge profile and variable volume draws.

A p p en d ix F

Error A n alysis o f E xp erim en tal and
Sim u lation R esu lts

In order to quantify the error between the experimental and simulation results, the ex
perimental thermocouple data was compared with the corresponding TRNSYS node
tem peratures at an interval of 0.04 hours (2.4 minutes). Interpolation of the ther
mocouple data was conducted using the EES software. Based on the tem perature
difference between the thermocouple measurements and the corresponding TRNSYS
nodes, the sample standard deviation and 95% confidence intervals were calculated
and are summarized in Tables F .l and F.2. The values presented in Table F .l were
calculated based on 6,180 data points for each of the six constant tem perature charge
and constant volume discharge tests, while Table F.2 consisted of 36,030 d a ta points
for each of the three variable input power charge and variable volume discharge tests.
The results of this analysis dem onstrated th at the numerical model varied between
±3.40 °C and ±8.81 °C for the constant tem perature charge and constant volume
discharge tests, while the range in error was between ±3.10 °C and ±7.49 °C for
the variable input power charge and variable volume discharge tests. While these
values were considerably higher than the uncertainty associated with the experimental
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measurements (±1.0 °C), it was expected th a t some deviation would occur due to the
limitations of the Type 60 TRNSYS component, and the complexity of hourly draws
which were introduced into the model for this study. The accuracy of the numerical
model may be improved by considering alternate tank models which are capable of
using a higher number of nodes, such as Type 534, which allows up to 500 nodes per
simulation [42].

T a b le F .l : Tem perature error between experimental and simulation results for
constant tem perature charge and constant volume discharge tests.
Test

Configuration

Draw Volume

Tank 1 Tank 2

Tank 3

System

(L)

(°C )

(°C )

(°C)

(°C )

1

Series Series

60

±6.28

±4.02

±4.19

±5.04

2

Parallel Parallel

60

±6.37

±6.43

±8.81

±8.24

3

Series Parallel

60

±6.47

±4.15

±3.40

±4.97

4

Series Series

135

±5.45

±3.90

±3.65

±4.47

5

Parallel Parallel

135

±6.52

±6.89

±7.11

±7.14

6

Series Parallel

135

±7.30

±4.66

±3.48

±5.47

T a b le F .2: Temperature error between experimental and simulation results for
variable input power charge and variable volume discharge tests.
Test

Configuration

Tank 1 Tank 2

Tank 3

System

(°C )

(°C )

(°C)

(°C )

7

Series Series

±4.61

±4.38

±3.45

±4.46

8

Parallel Parallel

±6.12

±6.56

±5.63

±6.12

9

Series Parallel

±7.49

±5.47

±3.10

±5.84
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F igu re G .l: Annual simulation model of the parallel charge and parallel discharge
configuration in TRNSYS.
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A p p en d ix H

Sam ple T R N S Y S D eck F ile

VERS I O N 17
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

TRN S Y S input file (deck) generated b y TrnsysStudio
*** on Wednesday, November 07, 2012 at 14:13
*** from TrnsysStudio p r o j e c t .C :\Trnsysl7\MyProjects\THESlS\Annual \Multitank_parallel_parallel_annual.tpf
* * *

* * *
* * *
* * *

jf yo u edit this file, use the File/Import TRNSYS Input
Trnsys S t u d i o to update the project.

File function

in

* * *

*** If yo u
*** TRNSYS

***

have problems, questions or suggestions ple a s e contact
distributor or m a i l t o : s o ftware@cstb.fr

you r local

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*** units
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*** Control cards
* START, STOP and STEP
CONSTANTS 3
START=0
STOP=876 0
STEP=DELT
* User defined CONSTANTS
EQUATION 2
DELT = 1/20
DELTA =1
SIMULATION
START STOP
TOLERANCES 0.05 0.05
LIMITS 10000 500 30
limit

STEP

! Start time End time
Time step
! Integration Convergence
! Max iterations
M a x warnings Tra c e
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TRNSYS numerical integration solv e r m e t h o d
TRNSYS output file width, num b e r of

DFQ 1
WID T H 80
characters
LIST

NOL I S T statement
MA P statement
Solver statement

M inimum r e l a x a t i o n factor
SOLVER O i l
Maxi m u m relaxation factor
! N a n DEBUG statement
NANCHECK 0
! O v e r w r i t e DEB U G statement
O VERWRI T E _ C H E C K 0
disable time report
TIMEREPORT 0
! EQUATION SOLVER statement
E QSOLVER 0
* Model

"DrawSchedule"

(Type 14)

UNIT 37 TYPE 14
DrawSchedule
*$UNIT_NAME DrawSchedule
*$MODEL .\Utility\Forcing Functions\Water D r a w \ T y p e l 4 b .tmf
*$POSITION 1003 454
*$LAYER Ma i n #
PARAMETERS 98
I nitial value of time
! l :
0
! 2 :
I nitial value of function
0
! 3 Time at p o i n t -1
0
! 4 Water draw at point -1
1
! 5 Time at p o i n t -2
0 .04386
! 6 Water draw at point -2
1
! 7 Time at p o i n t -3
0. 04386
! 8 Water draw at point -3
0
! 9 'rime at p o i n t -4
1
! 10 W at e r draw at point -4
0
1
! 11 T ime at p o i n t -5
! 12 Water draw at point -5
1
! 13 Time at p o i n t -6
1. 10965
1
! 14 W at e r draw at point -6
! 15 Time at point-7
1..10965
! 16 Water draw at point -7
0
2
! 17 Time at p o i n t -8
! 18 Water dr a w at point -8
0
! 19 Time at p o i n t -9
2
1
! 20 Water dr a w at point -9
! 21 Time at p o i n t -10
2 ..10965
! 22 Water draw at point -10
1
! 23 Time at point-ll
2 ..10965
! 24 Wat e r draw at point -11
0
3
! 25 Time at p o i n t -12
! 26 Wat e r draw at point -12
0
! 27 Time at p o i n t -13
3
! 28 Water dr a w at point -13
1
! 2 9 Time at p o i n t -14
3 . 19737
! 30 Water dr a w at point -14
1
! 31 Time at p o i n t - 15
. 19737
3,
! 32 Wat e r dr a w at point -15
0
! 33 Time at p o i n t -16
4
! 34 Wat e r draw at point -16
0
! 35 Time at p o i n t - 17
4
! 36 Water draw at point -17
1
! 37 Time at p o i n t - 18
4 .10965
! 38 Water draw at point -18
1
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4.10965
0
5
0
5
1
5.04386
1
5.04386
0
6
0
6
1
6 .D2193
1
6. 32193
0
9
0
9
1
9. 06579
1
9 .06579
0
10
0
10
1
10 .10965
1
10 .10965
0
11
0
11
1
11 .19737
1
11 .19737
0
12
0
12
1
12 .10965
1
12 .10965
0
13
0
13
1
13 .13158
1
13 .13158
0
24

40
41
42
43
44
46
48
49
50
51
52
54
56
57
58
59
60
62
64
65
66
67
68
70
72
73
74
75
76
78
80
81
82
83
84
86
88
89
90
91
92
94
96
! 97

! 3 9 Time at p o i n t - 19
Water dra w at point -19
Time at p o i n t -20
Water dra w at point -2 0
Time at p o i n t -21
Wat e r dra w at point -21
! 45 Time at point-22
Water dr a w at point -22
! 47 Time at point-23
Water dr a w at point -23
Time at p o i n t -24
Water draw at point -24
Time at p o i n t -25
Water draw at point -25
! 5 3 Time at p o i n t -26
Water draw at point -26
! 5 5 Time at p oint-27
Water draw at point -27
Time at p o i n t -28
Water dr a w at point -28
Time at p o i n t -29
Water dra w at point -29
! 61 Time at p o i n t - 3 0
Wat e r dra w at point -30
! 63 Time at p o i n t - 31
Water dra w at point -31
Time at p o i n t - 32
Water draw at point -32
Time at p o i n t -33
Water dra w at point -33
! 69 Time at p o i n t - 34
Water dra w at point -34
! 71 Time at point-35
Water dr a w at point -35
Time at p o i n t - 36
Water dra w at point -36
Time at p o i n t - 37
Water draw at point -37
! 77 Time at p o i n t - 38
Water draw at point -38
! 79 Time at p o i n t - 39
Water draw at point -39
Time at p o i n t -40
Water draw at point -40
Time at p o i n t -41
Water draw at point -41
! 85 Time at p o i n t -42
Water draw at point -42
! 87 Time at point-43
Water draw at point -43
Time at p o i n t -44
Water draw at point -44
Time at p o i n t -45
Water dr a w at point -45
! 93 Time at point-46
Water dr a w at point -46
! 95 Time at p o i n t -47
Water dr a w at point -47
Time at p o i n t -48
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0

! 98 Water draw at point

-48

* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Model

"DrawSchedule-2"

(Type 14)

*

UNIT 38 TYPE 14
DrawSchedule-2
* $ UNIT_NAME D r a w S c h e d u l e -2
*$MODEL .\Utility\Forcing Functions\Water D r a w \ T y p e l 4 b .tmf
*$POSITION 1125 454
* $LAYER Mai n #
PARAMETERS 20
! 1 Initial value of time
0
! 2 Initial value of function
0
14
! 3 Time at p o i n t -1
! 4 Water draw at point -1
0
! 5 Time at p o i n t -2
14
! 6 Wat e r draw at point -2
1
! 7 Time at p o i n t -3
14.04386
! 8 Water dr a w at point -3
1
14.04386
! 9 Time at p o i n t -4
! 10 Water draw at point -4
0
! 11 Time at p o i n t -5
15
! 12 Wat e r draw at point -5
0
! 13 Time at point-6
15
! 14 Wat e r draw at point -6
1
! 15 Time at p o i n t -7
15.02193
! 16 Wat e r draw at point -7
1
! 17 Time at point-8
15 .02193
! 18 Wat e r draw at point -8
0
! 19 Time at p o i n t - 9
24
! 20 W a t e r draw at point -9
0

*---------

* EQUATIONS "Mains"
*

EQUATIONS 5
Tsi = [42,5]
m s o Tankl = [43,2]/3 !equivalent to 11.4L/min for water divided b y 3 for each
tank
mso_Tank2 = [43,2]/3 !equivalent to 11.4L/min for wat e r divided b y 3 for each
tank
ms o Tank3 = [43,2]/3 !equivalent to 11.4L/min for water divided b y 3 for each
tank
ms o = 684*([37,1] + [38,1])
* $ UNIT_NAME Mains
*$IAYER Main
*$POSITION 799 500

* Model

"Collector"

(Type 1)

UNIT 36 TYPE 1
Collector
* $ UNIT_NAME Collector
*$MODEL .\Solar Thermal Collectors\Quadratic Effic i e n c y Collector\2nd-Order
Incidence Angle Modifiers\Typelb.tmf
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*$POSITION 1004 736
* $LAYER Ma i n #
PARAMETERS 11
1
!1 Number in series
17.148
!2 Collector area
3.648
!3 Fluid specific heat
1
!4 Efficiency mod e
12.36
!5 Tested flow rate
0.650
!6 Intercept efficiency
15.9912
! 7 Efficiency slope
0
!8 Efficiency curvature
2
!9 Optical mode 2
0.202
!10 1s t -order IAM
0
!11 2nd-order IAM
INPUTS 9
47.1
!PipeToColl:Outlet temperature ->Inlet temperature
47.2
!P i p e T o C o l l :Outlet flow rate ->Inlet flowrate
42,1
!Weather:Dry b u l b temperature ->Ambient temperature
42,24
!W e a t h e r :Total tilted surface radiation for surface ->Incident
radiation
42,18
!W e a t h e r :Total horizontal radiation ->Total horizontal r adiation
42,22
!W e a t h e r :Total diffuse r adiation on the horizontal ->Horizontal
diffuse radiation
42,59
!W e a t h e r :Ground reflectance ->Ground reflectance
42.29
!W e a t h e r :Angle of incidence for surface ->Incidence angle
42.30
!W e a t h e r :Slope of surface ->Collector slope
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA 185.4 TA 0. 0.0 0.0 0.2 0 45

* Model

"QColl"

(Type 65)

*

UNIT 28 TYPE 65
QColl
* $ UNIT_NAME QColl
*$MODEL .\0utput\0nline Plotter\Online Plotter Without File\Type65d.tmf
*$POSITION 604 780
*$LAYER Main #
PARAMETERS 12
4
!1 Nb. of left-axis variables
1
! 2 Nb. of right-axis variables
0 .0
! 3 Left axis m i n i m u m
100
! 4 Left axis m a x i m u m
0 .0
!5 Right axis mini m u m
10
!6 Right axis maximum
1
!7 Number of plots per simulation
12
!8 X-axis gridpoints
0
! 9 Shut off Onl i n e w/o removing
-1
!1 0 Logical unit for output file
0
!1 1 Output file units
0
!1 2 Output file delimiter
INPUTS 5
Tcollin
! ChargeFlow:Tcollin ->Left axis variable-1
Tcollout
! ChargeFlow:Tcollout ->Left axis variable-2
42,5
!weather:Mains water temperature ->Left axis variable-3
0,0
![unconnected] Left axis variable-4
kW
!EnerConv:kW ->Right axis variable
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
Tcoll_in Tcoll_out mains FLcoll Energy(kW)
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LABELS
3
" Tempe r a t u r e s "
"Heat transfer rates"
"Graph 1"

* Model

"FlowMixer"

(Type 178)

UNIT 43 TYPE 178
FlowMixer
*$UNIT_NAME FlowMixer
*$MODEL .\Hydronics\Flow M ixer\Other F l u i d s \ T y p e l 7 8 .tmf
*$POSITION 1121 290
*$LAYER Main #
PARAMETERS 1
55
! 1 TSET
INPUTS 3
42,5
! W eather:Mains wat e r temperature ->TCOLD
A v erageTemp
! L o a d :Averag e T e m p - >TH0T
mso
! Mains:mso ->FLTAP
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
15 20 0

* Model

"Integrator"

(Type 24)

UNIT 3 9 TYPE 24
Integrator
*$UNIT_NAME Integrator
*$M0DEL .\Utility\lntegrators\Quantity I n t e g r a t o r \ T y p e 2 4 .tmf
*$POSITION 826 866
*$LAYER Mai n #
PARAMETERS 2
-1
!1 Integration per i o d
0
!2 Relative or absolute start time
INPUTS 6
36.3
! Collector:Useful ene r g y gain ->Input to be integrated-1
43.4
!FlowMixer:QTANK -> Input to be integr a t e d - 2
kJhr
!S t o r a g e L o s s e s :kJ h r ->Input to be integrated-3
43.3
!FlowMixer:QLOAD ->Input to be integrated-4
42,24
!Weather:Total tilted surface radiation for surface ->Input to be
i n tegrated-5
44.3
! Pump:Power consumption ->Input to be integrated-6
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
0.0

0.0

* Model

0.0

0.0

"Tank3"

0.0

0.0

(Type 60)

UNIT 21 TYPE 60
Tank3
*$UNIT_NAME T a n k 3
* $MODEL .\Thermal Storage\Detailed Fluid Storage Tank\Vertical Cylinde r \ U n i f o r m
Losses and Nod e Heights\2 inlets, 2 O u t l e t s \ T y p e 6 0 c N o H e a t .tmf
*$POSITION 775 413
* $LAYER Main #
PARAMETERS 32
2
! 1 User-specified inlet positions
0.27
1 2 Tank volume

1.35
-1
1.35
0
0.0
1. 35
4 .184
1000.0
5 .0
2.1996
1.6667
105
1
0.4
0.4
55 .0
3
0
1. 2
1.2
55 .0
3
0
0.0
20
6
0
0
0
0
INPOTS 9
33.2
33.2
mso_Tank3

3 Tank height
4 Tank perimeter
5 Height of flow inlet 1
6 Height of flow outlet 1
7 Height of flow inlet 2
8 Height of flow outlet 2
9 Fluid specific heat
10 Fluid density
11 Tank loss coefficient
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

N C P i p e 3 :Outlet flow rate ->Flow rate at inlet 1
NCPipe3:0utlet flow rate ->Flow rate at outlet 1
! M a i n s :mso_Tank3 ->Flow rate at inlet 2
[unconnected] Flow rate at outlet 2
0, 0
NCPipe3 .-Outlet temperature ->Temperature at inlet
33,1
Mains:Tsi ->Temperature at inlet 2
Tsi
[equation] Environment temperature
TA
[unconnected] Control signal for element 1
0, 0
[unconnected] Control signal for element 2
0,0
INITIAL INPUT VALUES
0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0 1 -2 6 6 T A 1.0 1.0
D ERIVATIVES 3 3
1 Initial temperature of node-1
12
2 Initial temperature of node-2
12
3 Initial temperature of n o d e - 3
12
4 Initial temperature of node-4
12
5 Initial temperature of n o d e - 5
12
6 Initial temperature of node-6
12
7 Initial temperature of node-7
12
8 Initial temperature of node-8
12
9 Initial temperature of node-9
12
10
Initial
temperature of n o d e - 10
12
11 Initial
temperature of n o d e - 11
12
12 Initial
temperature of n o d e - 12
12
13 Initial
temperature of n o d e - 13
12
14 Initial
temperature of n o d e - 14
12
15
Initial
temperature of n o d e - 15
12
16 Initial
temperature of n o d e - 16
12
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12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
*-------------* Model

"Tank2"

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial

temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

n o d e - 17
n o d e - 18
n o d e - 19
n o d e - 20
n o d e - 21
n o d e - 22
n o d e - 23
n o d e - 24
n o d e - 25
n o d e - 26
n o d e - 27
n o d e - 28
n o d e - 29
n o d e -3 0
n o d e - 31
n o d e - 32
n o d e - 33

(Type 60)

*

UNIT 17 TYPE 60
Tank2
* $ U N I T N A M E Tank2
*$MODEL .\Thermal Storage\Detailed Fluid Storage Tank\Vertical C y l i n d e r \ U n i f o r m
Losses an d Node Heights\2 Inlets, 2 O u t l e t s \ T y p e 6 0 c N o H e a t .tmf
*$POSITION 553 413
*$LAYER Mai n #
PARAMETERS 32
1 User-specified inlet positions
2
2 Tank volume
0 .27
3 Tank height
1. 35
4 Tank perimeter
-1
5 Height of flow inlet 1
1.35
6 Height of flow outlet 1
0
7 Height of flow inlet 2
0.0
8 Height of flow outlet 2
1. 35
9 Fluid specific heat
4 .184
10 Fluid density
1000.0
11 Tank loss coefficient
5.0
12 Fluid thermal c o n ductivity
2.1996
13 Destratification conductivity
1.6667
14 Boiling temperature
105
15 Auxiliary heater mode
1
16 Height of 1st aux. heater
0.4
17 Height of 1st thermostat
0 .4
18 Set point temperature for element
55 .0
19 Deadband for heating element 1
3
20 Maximum heating rate of element 1
0
21 Height of 2nd aux. heater
1.2
22 Height of 2nd thermostat
1.2
23 Set point temperature for element
55 .0
24 Deadband for heating element 2
3
25 Maximum heating rate of element 2
0
26 Overall loss coefficient for gas
0.0
27 Flue temperature
20
28 Fraction of critical timestep
6
29 Gas heater?
0
3 0 Number of internal heat exchanger
0
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o

31 Equal sized nodes
32 Uniform tank losses

INPUTS 9
20, 2

! NCPipe2:Outlet flow rate ->Flow rate at inlet 1
! NCPipe2:Outlet flow rate ->Flow rate at outlet 1
! M a i n s :mso_Tank2 ->Flow rate at inlet
2
mso_Tank2
! [unconnected] Flow rate at outlet 2
0,0
! N C P i p e 2 :Outlet temperature ->Temperature at inlet 1
20, 1
! Mains:Tsi ->Temperature at inlet 2
Tsi
! [equation] Environment temperature
TA
! [unconnected] Control signal for element 1
0, 0
! [unconnected] Control signal for element 2
0,0
INITIAL INPUT VALUES
0.0 0.0 0.001 -2 f 6 T A 1
DERIVATIVES 3 3
1 Initial temperature of node-1
12
12
2 Initial temperature of node-2
12
3 Initial temperature of no d e -3
4 Initial temperature of node-4
12
12
5 Initial temperature of node-5
12
6 Initial temperature of no d e -6
7 Initial temperature of no d e -7
12
12
8 Initial temperature of node-8
12
9 Initial temperature of no d e -9
10 Initial temperature of n o d e - 10
12
11 Initial temperature of n o d e - 11
12
12
12 Initial temperature of n o d e - 12
13 Initial temperature of n o d e - 13
12
14 Initial temperature of n o d e - 14
12
12
15 Initial temperature of n o d e - 15
12
16 Initial temperature of n o d e - 16
17 Initial temperature of n o d e - 17
12
18 Initial temperature of n o d e - 18
12
19 Initial temperature of n o d e - 19
12
20 Initial temperature of n o d e - 20
12
21 Initial temperature of n o d e - 21
12
22 Initial temperature of nod e - 22
12
12
23 Initial temperature of nod e - 23
24 Initial temperature of nod e - 24
12
12
25 Initial temperature of nod e - 2 5
12
26 Initial temperature of nod e - 26
27 Initial temperature of nod e - 27
12
12
28 Initial temperature of nod e - 28
29 Initial temperature of node-29
12
12
30 Initial temperature of n o d e - 30
31 Initial temperature of n o d e - 31
12
32 Initial temperature of n o d e - 32
12
33 Initial temperature of n o d e - 33
12
* -----------------------------------20, 2

"Tankl"

o

★

ft

o

* Model

(Type 60)

UNIT 6 TYPE 60
Tankl
* $UNIT_NAME Tankl
* $M0DEL .\Thermal Storage\Detailed Fluid Storage Tank\Vertical Cylinder \ U n i f o r m
Losses and Node Heights\2 Inlets, 2 O u t l e t s \ T y p e 6 0 c N o H e a t .tmf
* $ POSITION 335 413
* $LAYER Main #

PARAMETERS 32
2
0.27
1.35
-1
1. 35
0
0.0
1.35
4 .184
1000.0
5
2.1996
1.6667
105
1
0.4
0.4
55 .0
3
0
1.2
1.2
55.0
3
0
0.0
20
6
0
0
0
0
INPUTS 9
29,2
29, 2
mso_Tankl
0,0
29, 1
Tsi
TA

1 User-spec ified inlet positions
2 Tank volume
3 Tank height
4 Tank perimeter
5 Height of flow inlet 1
6 Height of flow outlet 1
7 Height of flow inlet 2
8 Height of flow outlet 2
9 Fluid specific heat
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29 Gas heater?
30
31
32 Uniform tank losses

NCPipel:0utlet flow rate ->Flow rate at inlet 1
NCPipel:Outlet flow rate ->Flow rate at outlet 1
! Mains:mso_Tankl ->Flow rate at inlet 2
[unconnected] Flow rate at outlet 2
N C P i p e l :Outlet temperature ->Temperature at inlet
Mains:Tsi ->Temperature at inlet 2
[equation] Environment temperature
[unconnected] Control signal for element 1
0,0
[unconnected] Control signal for element 2
0, 0
INITIAL INPUT VALUES
0.0 0.0 0.001 -2 6 6 TA 1 .0 1.0
DERIVATIVES 3 3
1 Initial temperature of node-1
12
2 Initial temperature of n o d e -2
12
3 Initial temperature of n o d e - 3
12
4 Initial temperature of n o d e -4
12
5 Initial temperature of n o d e - 5
12
6 Initial temperature of n o d e - 6
12
7 Initial temperature of n o d e -7
12
8 Initial temperature of n o d e -8
12
9 Initial temperature of n o d e -9
12
10 Initia] temperature of node12
11
Initial temperature of n o d e - 11
12
12
Initial temperature of n o d e - 12
12
13
Initial temperature of n o d e - 13
12
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12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
*-------------* Model

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial
Initial

temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature
temperature

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

n o d e - 14
n o d e - 15
n o d e - 16
n o d e - 17
n o d e - 18
n o d e - 19
n o d e - 20
nod e - 21
n o d e - 22
no d e - 23
no d e - 24
n o d e - 25
nod e - 26
nod e - 27
n o d e - 28
n o d e - 29
node-3 0
n o d e - 31
n o d e - 32
n o d e - 33

"PipeFromColl" (Type 31)

*

UNIT 46 TYPE 31
PipeFromColl
*$UNIT_NAME PipeFromColl
*$MOD E L .\Hydronics\Pipe_Duct\Type31.tmf
*$POSITION 802 716
*$LAYER Water Loop #
PARAMETERS 6
0.01
!1 Inside diameter
10
!2 Pipe length
8
!3 Loss coefficient
1030
!4 Fluid density
3.648
!5 Fluid specific heat
TA
!6 Initial fluid temperature
INPUTS 3
36.1
!Collector:Outlet temperature ->Inlet temperature
36.2
!C o l l e c t o r :Outlet flowrate ->Inlet flow rate
TA
![equation] Environment temperature
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA 185.4 TA

* EQUATIONS

"EnerConv"

*

EQUATIONS 1
kW = [36,3]/3600
* $UNIT_NAME EnerConv
* $LAYER Main
*$POSITION 715 780

* Model

*

"Controller"

(Type 2)
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UNIT 45 TYPE 2
C ontroller
* $ UNIT_NAME Controller
*$MODEL .\Controllers\Differential Controller w _ Hysteresis\for
Temperatures\Solver 0 (Successive Substitution) Control S t r a t e g y \ T y p e 2 b .tmf
*$POSITION 962 660
*$LAYER Controls #
*$# NOTE: This control strategy can onl y be u s e d with solver 0 (Successive
substitution)
*$#
PARAMETERS 2
5
!1 No. of oscillations
70
!2 High limit cut-out
INPUTS 6
36.1
!C o l l e c t o r :Outlet temperature ->Upper
input temperature Th
21,23
!Tank3:Tank temperature - bottom ->Lower input temperature T1
21,22
!Tank3:Tank temperature - top ->Monitoring temperature
Ti n
45.1
!C o n t r o l l e r :Output control function ->Input
control function
0,0
![unconnected] Upp e r dead band dT
0,0
![unconnected] Low e r dead band dT
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
20.0 10.0 20.0 0 10.0 3

* Model

"IntegratedValues"

(Type 25)

*

UNIT 40 TYPE 25
IntegratedValues
* $UNIT_NAME IntegratedValues
*$M0DEL .\Output\Printer\Unformatted\No U n i t s \ T y p e 2 5 c .tmf
*$POSITION 685 883
* $LAYER Outputs #
PARAMETERS 10
-1
!1 Printing interval
START
!2 Start time
STOP
!3 Stop time
39
!4 Logical unit
0
!5 Units printing mode
0
!6 Relative or absolute start time
-1
!7 O verwrite or Append
-1
!8 Print header
0
!9 Delimiter
1
! 10 Print labels
INPUTS 6
39.1
!I n t e g r a t o r :Result of integration-1 ->Input
39.2
!I n t e g r a t o r :Result of integration-2 ->lnput
39.3
!I n t e g r a t o r :Result of integration-3 ->Input
39.4
!I n t e g r a t o r :Result of integration-4 ->Input
39.5
!I n t e g r a t o r :Result of i n tegration-5 ->Input
39.6
!I n t e g r a t o r :Result of i n tegration-6 ->Input
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
Qcoll Qtank Qlosses Qload Qrad Qpar
*** External files
ASS I G N "Integration.xls" 39
*|? Output file for printe d results |1000

* EQUATIONS "Load"
*

EQUATIONS 1

to
to
to
to
to
to

be
be
be
be
be
be

printed-1
printed-2
printed-3
printed-4
printed-5
printed-6
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A v e r a g e T e m p = ([6,6]+[l7,6]+[21,6])/3
*$UNIT_NAME Load
* $LAYER Mai n
*$POSITION 885 276

* Model

"NC H X 3 " (Type 207)

*

UNIT 22 TYPE 207
NCHX3
* $UNIT_NAME NCHX3
* $MODEL .\My Co m p o n e n t s \ T y p e 2 07.tmf
*$POSITION 659 460
* $LAYER Ma i n #
PARAMETERS 5
CPH
3 .648
CPC
4 .184
3 C
-0.3488
1.1402

0
INPUTS 5
Toollout
! ChargeFlow:Toollout ->THIN
mci_Tank3
! ChargeFlow:mci_Tank3 ->FLWH
21,5
! T a n k 3 :Temperature of outlet flow 1 ->TCIN
31, 1
! N C F l o w 3 :FLWNC ->FLWNC
TA
! [equation] TA
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA 0 TA 0 TA

* Model

"NCFlow3"

(Type 206)

UN I T 31 TYPE 2 06
NCFlow3
*$UNIT_NAME NCFlow3
*$MODEL .\My Components\Type206.tmf
*$POSITION 663 396
*$LAYER Ma i n #
PARAMETERS 4
1.35
!1 HT
2 .388
!2 A
0.6505
!3 B
0.2 9
!4 HEX
INPUTS 4
21,5
!T a n k 3 :Temperature of outlet flow
1 ->TCIN
22.3
!N C H X 3 :TCOUT ->TCOUT
21,17
!Tank3:Average tank temperature - >TTAVG
22.3
!NCHX3: TCOUT ->TPAVG
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA TA TA TA

* Model

"Tank3_Print" (Type 25)

UNIT 27 TYPE 25
Tank3_Print
* $UNIT_NAME Tank3_Print
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*$MODEL .\Output\Printer\Unformatted\No U n i t s \ T y p e 2 5 c .tmf
*$POSITION 715 212
*$LAYER Main #
PARAMETERS 10
1 Printing interval
DELTA
2 Start time
START
3 Stop time
STOP
4 Logical unit
35
5 Units printing mode
0
6 Relative or absolute start time
0
7 Overwrite or Append
-1
8 Print header
-1
9 Delimiter
0
10 Print labels
1
INPUTS 14
T a n k 3 :Tank temperature - top ->lnput t o be printed-1
21,22
T a n k 3 :Temperature of nod e 1+-3 ->Input to be printed-2
2 1 ,,26
T a n k 3 :Temperature of nod e 1+-7 ->lnput to be printed-3
2 1 ,,30
T a n k 3 :Temperature of nod e 1+-11 ->Input to be printed-4
2 1 ,,34
T a n k 3 :Tempe rature of node 1+-14 ->Input to be printed-5
2 1 ,,37
T a n k 3 :Temperature of nod e 1+-18 ->Input to be p r i n t e d - 6
2 1 ,,41
T a n k 3 :Temperature of nod e 1+-22 ->Input to be p r i n t e d - 7
2 1 ,,45
T a n k 3 :Temperature of nod e 1+-25 ->lnput to be p r i n t e d - 8
2 1 ,,48
T a n k 3 :Temperature of nod e 1+-29 ->Input to be p r i n t e d - 9
2 1 ,,52
Tank3:Tank temperature - bottom ->Input to be printed-10
2 1 ,,23
! ChargeFlow:Tcollout ->Input to b e prin t e d - 11
Tcollout
N C H X 3 :THOUT ->Input to be p r i n t e d - 12
22, 1
T a n k 3 :Temperature of outlet flow 1 ->Input to b e p r i n t e d - 13
21, 5
N C H X 3 :TCOUT ->Input to be printed-14
22, 3
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 Tci Tco Tsi Tso
*** External files
ASSIGN "Tank3.xls" 35
* |? Output file for printed results |1000

* Model

"Tank3_Temps"

(Type 65)

UNIT 15 TYPE 65
Tank3_Temps
*$UNIT_NAME Tank3_Temps
*$MODEL .\Output\Online Plotter\Online Plotter Without F i l e \ T y p e 6 5 d .tmf
*$POSITION 710 148
*$LAYER Main #
PARAMETERS 12
! 1 Nb. of left-axis variables
10
! 2 Nb. of right-axis variables
1
! 3 Left axis mini m u m
0.0
! 4 Left axis maximum
80
! 5 Right axis minimum
0 .0
! 6 Right axis maximum
80
! 7 Number of plots per simulation
1
4
! 8 X-axis gridpoints
! 9 Shut off Online w/o removing
0
! 10 Logical unit for output file
-1
! 11 Output file units
0
! 12 Output file delimiter
0
INPUTS 11
! Tank3:Tank temperature - top ->Left
21,22
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21,26
!T a n k 3 :Temperature of node 1+-3 ->Left axis variable-2
21,30
!T a n k 3 :Temperature of node 1+-7 ->Left axis variable-3
21,34
!T a n k 3 :Temperature of node 1+-11 ->Left axis variable-4
21,37
!T a n k 3 :Temperature of node 1 + -14 ->Left axis variable-5
21,41
!T a n k 3 :Temperature of node 1 + -18 ->Left axis variable-6
21,45
!T a n k 3 :Temperature of node 1+-22 ->Left axis v ariable-7
21,48
!T a n k 3 :Temperature of node 1+-25 ->Left axis variable-8
21,52
!T a n k 3 :Temperature of node 1+-29 ->Left axis v ariable-9
21,23
!Tank3:Tank temperature - b o t t o m ->Left axis variable-10
33,2
!NCPipe3:0utlet flow rate ->Right axis variable
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 NCF l O W
LABELS
3
"Temperatures"
"NCFlow Rate [kg/hr]"
"Tank 3 Temperatures"

* Model

" T a nk2_Print" (Type 25)

UNIT 26 TYPE 25
Tank2_Print
* $UNIT_NAME Tank2_Print
*$MODEL .\Output\Printer\Unformatted\No U n i t s \ T y p e 2 5 c .tmf
*$POSITION 481 212
*$LAYER Ma i n #
PARAMETERS 10
DELTA
1 Printing interval
START
2 Start time
3 Stop time
STOP
34
4 Logical unit
5 Units printing mode
0
6 Relative or absolute start time
0
7 Overwrite or Append
-1
8 Print header
-1
9 Delimiter
0
10 Print labels
1
INPUTS 14
Tank2:Tank temperature - top ->Input to be p r i n t e d - 1
17, 22
T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-3 ->Input to be printed-2
17 ,26
T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-7 ->lnput to be printed-3
17, 30
T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-11 ->Input to be printed-4
17, 34
T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-14 ->Input to be printed-5
17, 37
T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-18 ->Input to be printed-6
17, 41
T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-22 ->Input to be printed-7
17, 45
T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-25 ->Input to be printed-8
17 ,48
T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-29 ->Input to be printed-9
17, 52
Tank2:Tank temperature - bott o m ->Input to be p rinted-10
17, 23
! ChargeFlow:Tcollout ->Input to be p r i n t e d - 11
Tcollout
N C H X 2 :THOUT ->Input to be printed-12
18, 1
T a n k 2 :Temperature of outlet flow 1 ->Input to be printed17, 5
NCHX2:TCOUT ->Input to be p r i n t e d - 14
18 ,3
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 Tci Tco Tsi Tso
*** External files
ASS I G N "Tank2.xls" 34
*|? Output file for printed results |1000
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* Model

"Tank2_Temps"

(Type 65)

*

UNIT 14 TYPE 65
Tank2_Temps
* $ UNIT_NAME Tank2_Temps
*$MODEL .\Output\Online Plotter\Online Plotter Without File\Type65d.tmf
*$POSITION 480 148
* $LAYER Main #
PARAMETERS 12
10
!1 Nb. of left-axis variables
1
!2 Nb. of right-axis variables
0.0
!3 Left axis mini m u m
80
!4 Left axis maximum
0.0
!5 Right axis minimum
80
!6 Right axis maxi m u m
1
!7 Number of plots per simulation
4
!8 X-axis gridpoints
0
!9 Shut off Online w/o removing
-1
!10 Logical unit for output file
0
!11 Output file units
0
!12 Output file delimiter
INPUTS 11
17.22
! Tank2:Tank temperature - top ->Left axis v a r i a b l e - 1
17,26
!T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-3 ->Left axis variable-2
17,30
!T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-7 ->Left axis variable-3
17,34
!T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-11 ->Left axis variable-4
17,37
!Tank2:Temperature of nod e 1+-14 ->Left axis variable-5
17,41
!T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-18 ->Left axis variable-6
17,45
!T a n k 2 :T emperature of node 1+-22 ->Left axis variable-7
17,48
!T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-25 ->Left axis variable-8
17,52
!T a n k 2 :Temperature of node 1+-29 ->Left axis variable-9
17.23
!Tank2:Tank temperature - bott o m ->Left axis variable-10
20,2
!N C P i p e 2 :Outlet flow rate ->Right axis variable
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 NCFlow
LABELS
3
"Temperatures"
"NCFlow Rate [kg/hr]"
"Tank 2 Temperatures"

* Model

"NCFlow2" (Type 206)

*

UNIT 19 TYPE 206
NCFlow2
*$UNIT_NAME NCFlow2
*$M0DEL .\My C o m p o n e n t s \ T y p e 2 0 6 .tmf
*$POSITION 441 3 96
*$LAYER Main #
PARAMETERS 4
1.35
!1 HT
2.388
!2 A
0.6505
!3 B
0.29
!4 HEX
INPUTS 4
17,5
!T a n k 2 :Temperature of outlet flow
1 ->TCIN
18.3
!NCHX2:TCOUT ->TCOUT
17,17
!T a n k 2 :Average tank temperature ->TTAVG
18.3
!NCHX2: TCOUT ->TPAVG
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*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA TA TA TA

* Model

"N C H X 2 " (Type 207)

UNIT 18 TYPE 207
NCHX2
*$UNIT_NAME NCHX2
*$MODEL .\My C o m p onents\Type207.tmf
*$POSITION 437 460
*$LAYER M a i n #
PARAMETERS 5
3.648
!1 CPH
4.184
!2 CPC
-0.3488
!3 C
1.1402
!4 D
0
!5 E
INPUTS 5
Tcollout
! ChargeFlow:Tcollout ->THIN
mci_Tank2
! ChargeFlow:mci_Tank2 ->FLWH
17,5
!T a n k 2 :Temperature of outlet flow 1 ->TCIN
19,1
!N C F 1 0 W 2 :FLWNC ->FLWNC
TA
![equation] TA
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA 0 TA 0 TA

* Model

"TankiTemps"

(Type 65)

*

UNIT 24 TYPE 65
TankiTemps
*$UNIT_NAME Tankl_Temps
*$MODEL .\Output\Online Plotter\Online Plotter Without File\Type65d.tmf
*$POSITION 240 148
*$LAYER Main #
PARAMETERS 12
1 Nb. of left-axis variables
10
2 Nb. of right-axis variables
10
3 Left axis min i m u m
0.0
4 Left axis max i m u m
80
5 Right axis minimum
0.0
100
6 Right axis maximum
7 Number of plots pe r simulation
1
8 X-axis gridpoints
4
9 Shut off Online w/ o removing
0
-1
10 Logical unit for output file
11 Output file units
0
12 Output file d elimiter
0
INPUTS 20
Tankl:Tank temperature - top ->Left axis v a r i a b l e - 1
6, 22
T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-3 ->Left axis variable-2
6, 26
T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-7 ->Left axis v a r i a b l e - 3
6, 30
T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-11 ->Left axis variable-4
6, 34
Tankl:Temperature of node 1+-14 ->Left axis variable-5
6,37
T a n k l :Temperature of nod e 1+-18 ->Left axis v a r i a b l e - 6
6,41
T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-22 ->Left axis variable-7
6,45
T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-25 ->Left axis v a r i a b l e - 8
6,48
T a n k l :Temperature of nod e 1+-29 ->Left axis v a r i a b l e - 9
6, 52
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6,23
!Tankl:Tank temperature - bot t o m ->Left axis varia b l e - 1 0
29.2
!N C P i p e l :Outlet flow rate ->Right axis variable-1
12.2
!N C H X l :FLWH ->Right axis v a r i a b l e - 2
Tcollout
! ChargeFlow:Tcollout ->Right axis variable-3
12.6
!NCHXl:QT ->Right axis v a r i a b l e - 4
12.3
!NCHXl:TCOUT ->Right axis v a r i a b l e - 5
12.7
!NCHXl:EFFEC ->Right axis v a r i a b l e - 6
6.5
!T a n k l :T e mperature of outlet flow 1 ->Right axis
v a riable-7
13,2
!N C F l o w l :DP ->Right axis variable-8
12.5
!NCHXl:THXAVE ->Right axis variable-9
6,17
!T a n k l :Average tank temperature ->Right axis varia b l e - 1 0
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 N C F l o w CollFlowRate TColl N C H X l i n QT_NCHX1
TNCHXlstorOut
E F F E C T 1 TStorNCHXlin DP THXAvg TTankAvg
LABELS
3
"Tempe r a t u r e s "
"NCFlow Rate [kg/hr]"
"Tank 1 Temperatures"

* Model

"Tankl_Print"

(Type 25)

*

U N I T 23 TYPE 25
Tankl_Print
*$UNIT_NAME Tankl_Print
* $MODEL .\Output\Printer\Unformatted\No U n i t s \ T y p e 2 5 c .tmf
* $POSITION 24 6 212
* $LAYER Mai n #
PARAMETERS 10
DEL T A
!1 Printing interval
START
!2 Start time
STOP
!3 Stop time
33
!4 Logical unit
0
!5 Units printing mo d e
0
!6 Relative or absolute start time
-1
!7 Overwrite or A p p e n d
-1
!8 Print header
0
!9 Delimiter
1
!10 Print labels
INPUTS 14
6.22
! Tankl:Tank temperature - top ->Input to be p r i n t e d - 1
6,26
!T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-3
->Input to be p r i n t e d - 2
6,30
!T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-7
->Input to be printed-3
6,34
!T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-11
->Input to be printed-4
6,37
!T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-14
->Input to be printed-5
6,41
!T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-18
->Input to be p r i n t e d - 6
6,45
!T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-22
->Input to be print e d - 7
6,48
!T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-25
->Input to be p rinted-8
6,52
!T a n k l :Temperature of node 1+-29
->Input to be p rinted-9
6.23
!Tankl:Tank temperature - bott o m ->Input to be p rinted-10
Tcollout
! ChargeFlow:Tcollout ->Input to be printed-11
12,1
!N C H X l :THOUT ->Input to be printed-12
6,5
!T a n k l :Temperature of outlet flow 1 ->lnput to be printed-13
12,3
!N C H X l :TCOUT ->Input to be printed-14
* * *
INITIAL INPUT VALUES
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 Tci Tc o Tsi Tso
*** External files
A S S I G N "Tankl.xls" 3 3
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*|? Output file for prin t e d results

* Model

"NCFlowl"

|1000

(Type 206)

*

UNIT 13 TYPE 2 06
NCFlowl
*$UNIT_NAME NCFlowl
*$MODEL .\My C o m p o n e n t s \ T y p e 2 0 6 .tmf
*$POSITION 223 396
*$LAYER Main #
PARAMETERS 4
1.3 5
!1 HT
2.388
!2 A
0.6505
!3 B
0.2 9
!4 HEX
INPUTS 4
6,5
!T a n k l :T e mperature of outlet flow
1 ->TCIN
12.3
!NCHXl:TCOUT ->TCOUT
6,17
!T a n k l :Average tank temperature ->TTAVG
12.3
!NCHXl:TCOUT ->TPAVG
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA TA TA TA

* Model

"NCHXl"

(Type 207)

*

UNIT 12 TYPE 207
NCHXl
*$UNIT_NAME NCHXl
*$MODEL .\My C o m p o n e n t s \ T y p e 2 0 7 .tmf
*$ POSITION 219 460
* $LAYER Main #
PARAMETERS 5
3.648
!1 CPH
4.184
!2 CPC
-0.3488
! 3 C
1.1402
!4 D
0
!5 E
INPUTS 5
Tcollout
! ChargeFlow:Tcollout ->THIN
mciTankl
! ChargeFlow:mci_Tankl ->FLWH
6,5
!T a n k l :Temperature of outlet flow 1 ->TCIN
13,1
!N C F l o w l :FLWNC ->FLWNC
TA
![equation] TA
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA 0 TA 0 TA

* EQUATIONS "ChargeFlow"

*

EQUATIONS 6
m c i T a n k l = [46,2]/3
tank
mci_Tank2 = [46,2]/3
tank
mei T a n k 3 = [46,2]/3
each tank
Tcollout = [46,1]

lequivalent to 3L/min for glycol divided b y 3 for each
lequivalent to 3L/min for glycol divided b y 3 for each
lequivalent to

(185.4)

3L/min for glycol divi d e d by 3 for
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T o o l 1 in = ( [12,1] + [18,1] + [ 2 2 , 1 ] )/3
T A = 20
* $U NIT_NAME ChargeFlow
*$LAYER Main
*$POSITION 802 575

* Model

"Pump"

(Type 3)

UNIT 44 TYPE 3
Pump
*$UNIT_NAME Pump
*$M0DEL .\Hydronics\Pumps\Single S p e e d \ T y p e 3 b .tmf
*$POSITION 1082 574
* $LAYER Water Loop #
PARAMETERS 5
185.4
!1 Maximum flow rate
3.648
!2 Fluid specific heat
111.5
!3 Maximum power
0
! 4 Conversion coefficient
1
! 5 Power coefficient
INPUTS 3
Tcollin
! ChargeFlow:Tcollin ->Inlet fluid temperature
0,0
![unconnected] Inlet mass flow rate
45,1
!C o n t r o l l e r :Output control function ->Control signal
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA 185.4 1.0

* Model

"NCP i p e 3 " (Type 31)

*

UNIT 3 3 TYPE 31
NCPipe3
*$UNIT_NAME NCPipe3
*$MODEL .\Hydronics\Pipe_Duct\Type31.tmf
*$POSITION 667 328
* $LAYER Ma i n #
PARAMETERS 6
0.01
!1 Inside diameter
1.55
!2 Pipe length
5
!3 Loss coefficient
1000.0
!4 Fluid density
4.184
!5 Fluid specific heat
20
!6 Initial fluid temperature
INPUTS 3
22.3
!N C H X 3 :TCOUT ->Inlet temperature
22.4
IN C H X 3 :FLWNC ->Inlet flow rate
TA
![equation] Environment temperature
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA 0 TA

* Model

"NCPipe2"

(Type 31)

UNIT 20 TYPE 31
* $UNIT_NAME NCPipe2

NCPipe2
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TA
! [equation]
*** INITIAL INPUT VALUES
TA 185.4 TA

* EQUATIONS

Environment temperature

"StorageLosses"

*

EQUATIONS 1
kJhr = [6, 7] + [17, 7] + [21, 7]
* $U NIT_NAME StorageLosses
* $LAYER Main
*$POSITION 555 660

* Model

"Weather"

(Type 15)

UNIT 42 TYPE 15
Weather
* $UNIT_NAME Weather
*$MODEL .\Weather Data Reading and Processing\Standard Format\ M e t e o n o r m Files
(TM2)\Typel5-6.tmf
*$POSITION 1118 803
*$LAYER Weather - Data Files #
PARAMETERS 9
6
! 1 File Type
40
! 2 Logical unit
3
! 3 Tilted Surface R adiation Mode
0.2
! 4 Ground reflectance
- no snow
0.7
! 5 Ground reflectance
- sn o w cover
l
! 6 Number of surfaces
1
! 7 Tracking mode
45
! 8 Slope of surface
0
! 9 Azimuth of surface
*** External files
ASS I G N " C : \Trnsysl7\Weather\Meteonorm\North-A merica\CA-ON-Ottawa-716280 .tm2" 4 0
*|? W h i c h file contains the Meteonorm weather data? |1000

END

